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ROCKPORT CARNIVAL PROGRAM

So Advises Cong. Smith
From Sick Bed, and Gives
WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
1 P. M. to 2.30 P. M —Canoeing.
Reasons Why
2.10- ^Moth Boat Class.
2.30— Free For All—Sail Boat Race open to small class boats.

THREE CENTS A COPY

CAPT. WILLIAM P. HURLEY

Volume 92

Tuesday
Issue
Number 92.

CHEST DRIVE IN PROGRESS

Death of Civil War Veteran Who Had Held Many Workers Are Afield In Quest Of $7500—Last
Important Positions
Night’s “Kick-Off” Dinner At Temple Hall

(The following letter, by Congress 230 P. M —Swimming Events.
man Clyde H. Smith, is being mailed 5.00—Presentation of Sail Boat Honors.
to 8500 citizens of the Second Maine
Congressional District).
At the "kick-off" dinner of the 1937 Nicol, who is devoting his vacation
WEDNESDAY EVENING
Col. William P. Hurley who had Fantees. but here were helpless wo
House of Representatives,
probably held more important titles men and children being driven into Community Chest drive, held last to Rockland's Community Chest, has
6.15— Street Parade.
Forms on Beech street near Hoboken School. Line of march—Pascal than any other Rockland man, and the sea, and Capt Hurley signed up night at Temple Hall, a record attend accomplished in ten days the amount
Washington, D. C. Aug 2.
avenue to bridge, through business section, uf> Limerock street, to Huse who was one of the city's three sur with the under dog. The ship was ance and a joyous spirit conspired to of work usually taking six weeks. His
Dear Friend:
brought to anchor as near the land produce a meeting of marked enthusi first few words disclosed the magnetic
street, to Union street, through business section, disband on West street.
The Federal Oovemment enabled 7.00—Band Concert under the direction of Clarence Fish.
viving Grand Army men, died yes as possible, the 10-pound gun on the asm. Opening .promptly on the stroke leadership personality which makes
by Congress is prepared to pay one- 8.30— Song. W. A. Loehm.
terday morning at the age of 91 top-gallant fo'castle was undimbered of 6.30, General Chairman Edward R. possible such accomplishment, and
half of the amount required to pen
years. In the course of a long and and the boats started for the shore Veazie promised a brief, business-like banished for all time the myth that
Junior Amateur Contest, to 14 years. First prize $10; 2d prize, $6.
A slowness to applaud betrays
sion all deserving old people sixtybusy career he had held the follow- carrying every man who could be session and kept his promise to the an Englishman has no sense of
Acrobatic Juvenile Dancing. Jennie Staples, sensation of Maine.
letter. The excellent supper was un humcr.
•v a cold temper or an enormous
five and more years old. You there 10.00—High Double Pole Act, “The Del Raes."
‘ mustered
ing positions:
Getting down to brass tacks at once
fore have a right to expect the State 11.15— Prize Drawing, $50 in cash.
♦ spirit.—H More.
| While the Ashantis were trying to der direction of Mrs. Frances Morse
Mr Nicol discussed the many selling
of Maine, now trailing every other
i pluck up courage for the renewal of and the ladies of the Eastern Star
Official duties kept Gov. Barrows points of the Chest plan including
State ln this humane cause, to do
■ the attack the women and children
THURSDAY AFTERNOON
of time and effort through the
iU duty by supporting the Referen 2.10— Sail Boat Race—HAJ Boats. Camden Yacht Club.
were conveyed to the ship out of from attendance, In his place appear saving
one campaign, the low operating cost
dum Aug. 16th, thereby keeping 1U 2.15— Doll Carriage Parade.
J harm's way. There were nearly 50 ing Lieut. Commander Basil H. Stin and high efficiency and the unity of
broken promises and performing a
of them on board when anchor was son In his capacity as a member of the leadership and participation obtained
Costume Kiddie Parade.
Speaking with
sadly neglected duty.
j
weighed, and the ship was so crowded Governor's staff.
through such city-wide co-operation.
2.45—Outboard Races.
Because of various views on the 4.00—Presentation of Outboard Honors.
I that when the sailors went from one characteristic brevity. Col. Stinfcon He mentioned in passing the several
the best wishes of His Ex
By W A. N.
subject to provide revenue, the Legis 5.00—Presentation of HAJ Honors.
end of the craft to the other they conveyed
organizations in the Chest family,
No one would think of living in a lature won a heroic victory in unit
had to make their way around on the cellency for success in the present commending them all.
community without a Are department ing upon one of the many proposi 5.30— Baseball Game.
outside of the rail, during the 40- effort.
Henry B. Bird, long time supporter
Introduced as the man who always
a police force, a sewerage system. tions. Hence it leaves to the voter
i mile run to Cape Coast Castle.
THURSDAY EVENING
cheerfully did a lions share of the of the Chest, voiced his pleasure at
Is there one of us who could con one alternative—active endorsement
!
The
Commander-in-Chief
and
the
work in every drive. H 5* Blodgett, the large group assembled and
7.00—Band Concert under the direction of Clarence Fish.
ceive of life in this community with of the proposed legislation.
Admiral complimented Capt Hurley chairman of the executive committee, wished the campaign success through
730—Boat Parade under direction of Miss Cornelia Dodge.
out its hospital, health agencies, its
very highly, and presented him with told in brief the story of the present the medium of several excellent
The source for obtaining money for
Forms in Henry's Cove at 7.10. Prize awarded for best decorated boat.
services for youth and the enfeebled Old Age Assistance and Better
la check for $1,000 to reimburse him campaign, outlining the obstacles met stories.
Also each boat will be numbered and a prize will be awarded to the
age? In and through them beau the Education for the younger folks is
! for his provisions and services. He and overcome, and speaking confi
The drive is in progress at the pres
lucky number.
pulse of the life blood of this com by the way of a one percent sales
was also officially thanked by letter. dently of the outcome of the cam ent time and will continue through
8.15
—
Harmonica Quartet, direction of Mrs. iRuth Sanborn.
munity.
Once when bound from Badlz to paign.
tax. a method more commonly and
Friday. There will be no luncheon
Dance—Hitting the Highway, Milton Oamage, Elisha Richards.
• • • »
i Boston. Capt. Hurley ran into a
(satisfactorily used by more states 9.15— Acrobatic Dancing. Priscilla Tobin.
W. A. Nicol, the "man of the hour today, but the workers will dine at
Men and women whose lives are than any other financing plan.
“white squall" off Bermuda and the public relations secretary for New noon Wednesday and Thursday at
Community Singing.
busy and whose time is valaube are | Of course, there are those who op
spars were whipped off his vessel in England for the Salvation Army, and Temple Hall with a final dinner-meet
10.30
—
High
Double
Pole
Act.
"The
Del
Raes.
’
Joining ln this great patriotic and hu- pose. Just as they would any plan
the twinkling of an eye When the organized extraordinary, was given a ing at 6.15 Friday night.
11.15
—
Prize
Drawing
$50
in
Cash.
Be neighborly. Give generously.
manitarian work with absolutely no which they themselves did not offer.
gale struck there was not a cloud to rouslngreceptlon when he ar^e. Mr.
financial recompense to themselves Many times such tactics are used in
be seen; the hurricane lasted 10 or 15
in order to get the Job done. It de- directly to defeat the real object. We
minutes and ceased as suddenly as it
voles upon every citizen to make that have too many of these fellows ln
had begun.
Job as short and as successful as disguise.
_____
I
possible by making his contribution
You have a right to say to the citi Lincoln County Man Charged For Gay Festivities On RockPicking up some of the wreckage.
promptly and generously.
zens of Maine; "If you seriously want
1 1 ' "‘ 1 1 1 1
9 9 9 9
With Murder Must Stand
port’s Waterfront the Next Capt. William P. Hurley, whose death Capt. Hurley rigged a jurymast and
to provide comfort and happiness for
yesterday leaves but two Grand finally worked his way into Norfolk.
, _ ,
* * rt V Vs C*
A..
A IThe real and necessary goal of us older people who are ln need, be
Army veterans here
The most dramatic chapter of Capt. LuftlS String QliartCt LlellgtltS fine AUuienCc Hl
Four
Days
Rockland's Community Chest Cam cause of conditions beyond our con
Sentence
Hurley's seafaring career was writ
paign is an OVERSUBSCRIPTION trol. you will not quibble over any
ten around the English brig. Grace
All
dressed
up
and
ready
to
go.
of the minimum goal of $7,500. Let honorable way of providing the
Reuben S. Brewer, Ocean Point
Captain In the merchant marine Kelley, which he had bought at aucThat
is
Rockport's
status
at
the
us be worthy of our tradition of gen necessary funds."
lobsterman. stands legally convicted present time. In carnival attire, she service.
tion in 1877, The craft had been
erous aid to the unfortunate and of
You have a right to say to the of the murder of his wife. Dolma I eagerly
Postmaster of Rockland.
1 seized for smuggling, and was sold
awaits
the
opening
of
the
community responsibility for com fathers and mothers: “If you con
The local summer music season quartet." Schubert grew up in this
Judge of the Rockland Municipal, by a united States marshal, and the
munity welfare, through an increase tinue in the faith you profess for Brewer, the Maine Law Court ruled 12th annual carnival-regatta at Court.
captain escaped with the ship's pa- opened Sunday night with the first belief. From earliest youth he had
In
a
rescript
handed
down
Saturday
I
which
officially
begins
at
1
o
clock
by every one of us in our community boys and girls, you will support every
Chairman of a special beard of as- pgrs At the time of this occurrence, in the series of three chamber mu opportunity to hear chamber music,
,
j „
.ft..1 Wednesday afternoon. The thouto practice it. His chamber music
fund pledges.
I fair means of financing that will as it, denied
an appeal entered after sands Qf co,ored Ughu whlch have sessors.
the brig was at Rockport, laden with
’ • • ’
educate and prepare them for tomor- he had been convicted by a Lincoln been strung a[Ong the waterfront
Chairman pf the Rockland Regis- ice and provisions for Nassau, and a sic concerts by the Curtis String composition exhausts every possi
bility of this form of instrumentaQuartet.
The Community Chest should build row.”
tration Board.
keeper was in charge.
Agaln. through the generosity of tion.
solidly toward adequate support of
We must not forget that there are county Jury In May. 1936. Brewer were turned on for the first time
Exalted
Ruler
of
Rockland
Lodge
Capt.
Hurley
served
notice
that
the
Charles F Griffith, the Captain
The d minor quartet is one of his
its local agencies—on a foundation nearly 4000 names on pension list has since been in the Kennebec Saturday night and the beautiful of Elks.
| cargo would be thrown overboard Mrs.
Eells' boat barn is being available.! best known—serious in type and con
tall here awaiting the re- slBht Produced by this illumination is
of community-wide giving.
and over 20.000 applicants, many of fountv
Silt of his appeal.
neatly admired by motorists passing Commander of Edwin Libby Post, unless removed by its owner within its delightful atmosphere providing ] ceived on a rather grandiose scale,
whom. Just as deserving, should be
G. A. R.
115 days. He made good his threat.
The opinion was handed down by through town. Many of the «mces- Governor of the National Soldiers and brought the brig to Rockland a perfect setting for these • Intimate ; The first movement Is said to be one
This week all must put their shoul- 1 Sieved from the agonies of deThe marine touches of- ] of his greatest poems. There . is
Associate
Justice
Charles
P.
Barnes
s
ons
have
arrived
and
are
now
In
Home at Togus.
| where it was attached in connection I musicales.
ders to the wheel and give a little pendency.
fered in ship models, paintings and | vivid crossing of parts, color shot
added push to the Community Chest j Say to the Farmer, that it may be of Houlton Brewer was tried be- Pl«e on the grounds and at this
g.
„„„ „„„„........ ....... ,..........
Fund if it is to go over the top. ihis son. with home remote from edu- fore Justice George L. Emery of ear}y date the childran ta
citizenwhom on the African Gold Coast with the' concert the addition of many items The variations of the second move
Rockland can do it!
cational centers, who may be de- Biddeford and will appear before with their hands behind them are affab]e and genjai
.
_ . „ ,
.
i of the Grenfell exhibit which has ment show spirituality in ihe devel
him
for
sentence.
surrounding
the
merry-go-round
and
everybody
was
glad
know and ,o
• • • •
i prlved of the play time of childhood,
i d the attention at the Boat opment. enchantment of detail.
After verdict and before Judgment ferrls wheel anticipating their pleas- , —ee( ]n the progress of the days af- mate in charge. Capt Hurley who was
Wsrd 1 will be covered by Captain the school days of youth.
Bar n for several days. The glowing There is finely spun melody, glow
was
pronounced
Brewer
presented
!
ure
when
the
wheels
begin
to
move
f
airs
Mrs Nettie B Frost and her co- i Say to the Merchant, that the pro
in the ship. Gilbert, said farewell to
Many local individuals and civic
two
war veterans who the sea and came back to Rockland woven articles which graced the ing tone building, exquisite underly
workers. This completes the organl-1 ceeds from a sales tax come Into his to the presiding justice a motion to
walls were particularly lovely. The ing legato. Many agreed that the
set
aside
the
verdict
and
grant
a
'
and
social
orgainizations
will
be
rephave
ou
tn
ve
<3
him
are
Peter
Prock
zation of the Women’s Division. Now ! tills after having supported the most
where he engaged in the manufacture capacity audience included many dis presentation of this movement was
new trial. He has since been in i'«sented on the midway by gaily and Ayen l Kelley.
of lime.
for results, ladles.
J sacred dreams of mankind.
tinguished musicians of internation the outstanding offering of the pro
capt Hurley's seafaring career
All along, Capt. Hurley had been al repute, as well as members of the gram. For the pure joy of listening,
• • • •
I Say to Townsend supporter, that Kennebec County jail, awaiting the decorated booths and from present
We bespeak for the
splendid this effort is in keeping with his decision of the law court. Frank A indications, the kindness of the was under two divisions—one of much interested in politics, but from adjacent summer colonies and rep little music can surpass Schubert's
group of volunteer workers a kindly noble work, a stepping stone to that Tirrell of Rockland and Attorney I weather man is all that is needed to wbjcb featured his experience in the the rather hopeless standpoint of a resentative local music lovers.
—there are no Intricacies to analyze
Burleigh Martin ot Augusta were make this carnival the biggest and Navy, as a mere youth, going on a Democrat who resided in i. consist
and sympathetic reception when they! goal for which he is fighting,
The Curtis String Quax'tet. com and fathom. Melody and tuneful
best ever.
jong qUest for the Confederate de- ently Republican ward, and what
call on you for your contribution.! Say to the voter, that if there is ccunsels for the defense.
The respondent had lived with his The opening afternoon will be de- stroyer Alabama; while the other seemed to be a hopelessly Republi prising Jascha Brodsky, violin. ness ever predominate. The D minor
They come to you as messengers, one who places the slight burden atCharles Jaffe, violin. Max Aronofl, quartet Is a brilliant example of this.
_______
______
can State. The
change
of admlnis- viola, and Orlando Cole, cello, stands
glad to work on so humane a cause tending a sales tax above the advant- wife on the shore at Ocean Point voted to the swimmingand diving , wld how as commander of a mer-___________
In the Brahms number there was
in
Boothbay
except
for
some
time
events
also
races
by
the
moth
boats
chant
ship,
he
was
Instrumental
in
tration
in
1885
meants
plums
in
Dem

and proud to make their own contrl- 'ages derived from old age assistance,
one of the foremost chamber perfect coordination of piano and
in
the
winter
for
six
or
eight
years
and
small
class
sail
boats
At
6.15
saving
the
lives
of
500
women
and
ocratlc
dishes
that
had
leng
been
as
button first.
j above those ideals that give our boys
music ensembles before the public to- string bringing out to perfection the
I empty,
■ • • *
and girls those inalienable rights of until her death on April 18 or 19. will be the big street parade, with children during the Ashanti war.
day. Though scarcely more than in ; glowing colors of the great master's
bands
and
floats
and
this
will
be
folTo
him
also
belonged
the
distinci
....
1936
They
had
no
children
Giving to the Comunity Chest (an education, that his conclusions are
its infancy, it has won international music, which is often likened to a
Her body was found on the edge lowed by an evening of interesting tion of sailing under the iast letter
agencies is not merely a nice thing, .inhuman, incorrect and inconsistent,
renown, and during its European) tapestry. The allegro and finale were
events
on
the
carnival
grounds.
of
marque
ever
issued
by
the
United
j
Capt.
Hurley
was
a
belated
ennot merely a charitable handout. n« • in closing, let me say to you older of the shore, near their home, the
tour last year received unstinted particularly exciting and dramatic in
States Government.
j trant in the contest for the Rock- praise from the leading critics in all content and projection, with the an
merely a generous act of a w»an people—to you educators: Victory is 19th. some 30 feet northerly of the
There was a political chapter, too, jand postmastership and the names the large musical centers where they dante outstanding in beauty. Brahms
heart. It is a necessary’ thing to sta assured if the groups you represent fish wharf, a few feet above the re
for Capt. Hurley until very recent I .
.. _
bilize, protect and preserve the so will promptly organize in every last ceding tide lying as in a sort of
is always the idealist of the highest
_____
vears had attended Democratic Na-jof PractlcalIy a11 of
Democrats appeared.
ciety we live in and love.
community. Democrats and Repub- cradle of rocks.
The four young men play with and purest type. There is often intri
a
im
d
ii/
i
j'
tional
Convention
since
1880.
and
w
«
ra
already
affixed
to
other
peti"According
to
the
record,
the
last
* * * *
licans alike will support you when
convincing unity. They have perfect cacy in his writing, and appreciation
As is well known the Civil War understanding the principles involves. person who saw Mrs. Brewer alive, Annual Meeting Was Marked When Wilson was nominated in Balti- tions. Capt Hurley got the appolnt- attack, an amazing grasp of nuance, only comes after familiarity. How
Rv
PnlkiKtia.m
an/I
Fn
more,
he
acted
as
assistant
sergeantment,
and
thus
earned
'he
second
other
than
her
husband,
was
Mr.
Memorial Association is a particl- (Fathers and mothers will commend
oy nninusiasm ana c.n at.arms the only person entitled to;°f many of his titles—Mr. Postmas- remarkable blending of tone. Their ever. the effect Is generally deep and
Risser, a life insurance agent. He
pating agency to the extent of $100 iyour timely efforts
work always shows studious ap lasting. One becomes a Brahms ad
fixes the time as about half past
COUraging Reports
the privilege of the stage besides the '
in the Rockland Community Chest.
permanent chairman. Ollie James of | When a revaluation of the city was proach. particularly noticeable in dict much as one becomes a Bach.
The Building of the Association Is a !------------------------------------------------- 11 in the forenoon of Saturday,
decided upon. Capt. Hurley was one their careful regard for the impor The quartet members and Mrs.
April 18. 1936.
permanent memorial to the Veterans
CYDCKiniTT TDCC
The annual meeting of the Maine Kentucky, and those who were sum of the special assessors named, and tance of inner parts.
Braun were recalled many times.
“
Thus."
quoting
from
the
rescript
moned
there
on
business.
of the Civil War and is in constant
E.Ar EiIlDI I LI Kt".A
Sea Coast Missionary' Society was held
Although each player is an accom The
absorbed
attention
given
he
served
as
chairman
of
the
board.
"it
appear
that
Mrs.
Brewer
was
Having
been
for
12
years
a
mem

use
I «
• a • •
! Made to induce or procure any alive, with ‘nothing unusual' in her at Bar Harbor Friday. Rev. Samuel ber of the Democratic Congressional Then came his appointment as judge plished soloist by Individual right, throughout the entire program was
6. IDrury. ID. D., presided
never is this fact obtruded—they play tribute in itself to the lonsummata
Congratulations
to
Chairman •*raon or persons to vote for or appearance, 24 hours before Dr.
The meeting, as enthusiastic as it C“mT‘ttrL 11 Jollowed
natu,r- of the Rockland Municipal Court.
Parker E. Worry of the Community [ a®ainst the following question to be George A. Gregory, the medical ex was large, received with applause the ally that he became well known ln He had served a third of a year on his as one. they think as one.. It is to artistry of all the performers.
their credit that they have never fal
The next concert in the series will
Division and to all concerned on the submitted to the voters on August aminer, took charge of her dead treasurer's report showing the very the National Capitol, mistaken not second term when he resigned, to ac tered in their belief in the intelli be Sunday. Aug. 15, at 8.30. Patrons
cept the more Important and more
body at the shore.
infrequently
for
“
Uncle
Joe
”
Can

completion of the
organization. 18. 1937:
healthy condition of the society's fi
remunerative position of governor gence of their public, and for that for the series are: Mrs. Mary Louise
Team Captains and workers are as "Shall the act to provide for old age
nances. All bills were reported paid non, to whom he bore quite a strong of the Soldiers' Home in Togus.
very reason the highest standard of Curtis Bok. Honorary Chairman, Miss
assistance, to guarantee a minimum
profile
resemblance.
follows: Team 1 (Kiwanians), Cap
and a substantial increase in the per
educational program and to provide
Capt. Hurley was the first layman playing and the finest music mark Emma Alden, Miss Anne Alden. Mrs.
tain Karl J E. Oove. John I. Snow,
revenues therefor, as submitted by
manent funds of the Mission.
Capt. Hurley was born March 17. to hold the office of municipal judge their concerts. It can be said that Curtis Allen. Dr. and Mrs. Howard
the 88th legislature to the people,
Francis D. Orne. Dr. L. M. Richard
The speakers included Col. William 1846.
be accepted "
in Portsmouth, N. H„ son of Iln thls city. He had never read the success they have attained is a L. Apolionio. Mr. and Mis. Ziatko
son. George W. Brackett. Arthur H.
The John Meehan & Son granite Jay Schieffelin, who reported for the
Balokovlc. Mr. and Mrs. John F.
John
and Margaret (Walden) Hur-1 Blacks tone, but his career had Justification of their ideals.
Robinson. Lawrence Miller and Howe
plant at Clark Island Is shut down, directors; Miss Marguerite McQuade,
It was a source of satisfaction to Braun. Mrs. Joshua Chase. Mrs. Al
Opposed to Question
ley.
He
lacked
three
months
of
bebrought
him
much
into
touch
with
W Glover; Team n (Lions) Cap
temporarily at least. The men did who brought greetings from the Red ,. „
the courts, and his decisions were have as assisting artist at this first bert H. Chatfield. Mrs. William J.
tain Wilbur F Senter, Jr.. Frank A. Maine Association Against Sales Tax:
not put in appearance last Friday Cross and assured the Mission of the lng 16 ’nqhq ?»hin
concert Mrs. John F. Braun of Mer Curtis. Mr. and Mrs. Rexford Dan
publication, postage. $ 10.50
Tirrell. Jr.. Axel E. Brunberg. Dr. Printing,
the USS Ohl° at pretty generally sustained by the ton, Pa., a member of the local sum iels. Mrs. Joseph H. Defrees, Miss
Clerk hire.
150 00 morning and when they did come continuance of the plan by which was ordered
upper
cou:
Charlestown
Navy
Yard.
He
was
sent
Dana S. Newman, Levi Flint, Alvra Miscellaneous.
125.74 yesterday they found the plant the Mission in co-operation with the
mer colony. A b.illlant and accom Ruth Draper, Mrs. William T. El
W Gregory. Allen J. Murray. Frank
closed. No explanation has been Delano Fund support a public health to the U3 S. Constellation, which Capt. Hurley was the executive plished pianist, she has countless liott. Mrs, Henry H Gaylord. Francis
head
of
the
Soldiers'
Home
from
Feb

Total.
8
205.33
put
to
sea
in
search
of
the
Alabama
H Ingraham and Lendon C. Jackgiven. Affected are 130 paving cut nurse in service on the coast; Miss
Reported by William S Small.
ruary. 1915 to November, 1922 When admirers who hail with delight her Gilbert. Mr. and Mrs. W. Griffin
sen Jr.; Team 3. <Rotary) Captain
Rebecca M. Douglas. R. N.. Mrs'. Alice ^iCln\ad bfe"
Secretary-Treasurer ters and 100 quarrymen.
public appearances which are alto Gribbel, Mr. and Mrs. Charles F.
Dr James Kent, Theodore Bird. El
M. Peasley. Mrs. Gladys M. Muir, and
steamer <?,7m he took charge there were 1400 Civil gether too few. Mrs. Braun was Orifflth, Miss Marv Hanna, Mr. and
War
veterans
in
the
institution.
Bev. Neil D. Bousfield of the Mission 1
the Confederate steamer Summer Crockett. Raymond Eaton. Don-, Malne state Orangf.
When he left the column of blue gowned in gray, worn with pearls, Mrs. Morgan Hebard. Mrs. Charles
aid Hanley, Maurice Lovejoy, and j printing, publication, postage. $ 113 21
perfect for her fine poise and gra Hofer. Dr. and Mrs. C. Harold Jame
20.00
Dr Rupert Stratton; Team 4 (Old Clerk hire.
^e latter was pursued so closely had sadly shrunken, but to take the cious dignity.
son. Dr. and Mrs. Josef Hoffman,
n7 oTTnMhe
tlunds
that she Put iu Gibraltar, where the places there had come other men—
2.95
Timers) Captain Alan F. McAlary. J Miscellaneous.
For the first concert the program Parker M Hooper. Arthur H. Huse,
V nJmHH dnru>rin.end Constellation's crew "rowed guard" men who had avenged the Maine, and
Thomas H Chisholm. Joseph W.
Total.
* 1361®
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph M. Johnson, Mr.
enT^f ^e
ar0Und heF eVerV nl<*ht f°r three who had fought the great battle for comprised:
Robinson. Henry B Bird, William A.
Reported by Nellie L. Haacall.
and Mrs. Richard Krementz. Mrs.
AU This Week—Matinee Saturday ent of the Miss on spoke briefly be- wefks ghe wa/flnall sold at auc. democracy.
Quartet ln D minor ("Death and
Secretary.
Glover. Willis I. Ayer. Charles C.
the Malden")
Schubert Alice M Pender, Mr. and Mrs. Wil
fore the annual offering which ww Uon ,n Gibraltar The Constellation Capt. Hurley was engaged in the
Wotton. Jchn M. Richardson. Sid
Allegro
liam T Plummer. Col. and Mrs. Ar
“TWO-TIME MARY”
i
?iar “ P Pursued a number of blockade run- lime business near the close of his Andsnte
In Favor of Question
ney L. Cull.n and Albert S. Peter
con varlazlonl
thur Polllon. Col and Mrs. E A Rob
De Laitre
active days, the
name being the Scherzo
A New Farce By
son; Team 5 lElksi Captain A. C. Maine Teachers' Association:
... ,of the directors, who Is re- ners .but It was the Kearsarge to,_
------firm
- --------bins. Mrs. Theodore Ross, Mrs. Jo
sponsible for the increase in the per- wh,ch ,he AIabama ftnally fell a vlc. Rockland Lime Company
publication, postage.
9894
Presto
Jones. Joseph Soffayer. J. N. South Printing,
OWEN
DAVIS
tvr vs An f funds,
TltnnC’ made
wsza z4 zv na plea
1 zvza for asa
•
TT. _ .
_ a.
_ -A r
Reported by Joseph E Blslsdell.
seph Sailer. Mr. and Mrs. Charles F.
manent
He was past master in the art of Quartet for Plano and Strings In
ard. Robert Brewer and Charles Mc
tim off Cherbourg. France.
Treasurer.
C Minor. Opus 60.
Brahms T. Seaverns. Col. and Mrs. Eddy L.
larger endowment and Dr. Drury
Capt. Hurley was discharged at reminiscing and to many groups of Allegro non troppo
Week Starting
Intosh.
Taylor. Miss Anne Townsend, Ralph
brought the meeting to its close with Norfolk. Jan. 18. 1865. and went to interested listeners had told the story Scherzo
• s t •
Monday Night, August 9
Old Age Assistance & Educational
Wilson
prayer.
Andante
of
what
Rockland
was
like
in
the
When you have done your part
work
in
the
Navy
Yard
as
a
rigger,
Matinee
Saturday.
August
14
Alliance:
—By Gladys St. Clair Helstad.
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uded
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second
class,
for
$1.25
a
day.
Later
olden
days.
He
was
universally
liked,
you have something to be proud of. Printing, publication, postage, t 2500
LAKEWOOD PLAYERS
the
adoption
of
tender
resolutions
of
Clerk
hire,
45.00
and
wherever
he
was
known
will
One
never
ceases
to
marvel
at
he
had
charge
of
a
storeroom
ln
the
Give and be a good neighbor.
Present
Rent of headquarters,
20.00
respect for Mrs. John Markoe of the Navigation bureau of the Navy Yard. be sincerely mourned.
Schubert's compositions.
Except YOUR FAVORITE POEM
A I'Jew Comedy of Today
directors who died last winter and This work savored too strongly of He was married in 1869 to Frances ing occasional and momentary good
The quota of $7500 is the irre
Total.
S 90 00
the recognition of the faithful service routine to suit Capt. Hurley, and he E. Pillsbury. He is survived by one fortune, his life was a continual bat
TAKE OFF YOUR SHOES
Reported by Sanger M Cook.
ducible minimum. It should be more.
Treasurer.
of Thomas Searls, the treasurer of sought employment In the merchant daughter, Helen Paladlno;
one tle for the daily means of subsistence, Take off your shoes O heart, ’Tls holy
the Society from the beginning by marine. He served as mate on the granddaughter. Mrs. Neil Perry; and he was wretchedly underpaid by his
ground
Hammock tops, cushion oovers, Published ln accordance with the re
making him a life member with appro ships Calcutta and Narragansett. three great-grandchildren. Grand publishers, his greatest works were For buttercups have spilled their gold
waterproof covers and waterproof quirements of chapter 203 of the public
around.
priate remarks by the president.
carrying cotton to Liverpool and Army services will be conducted at almost totally neglected. Yet from his
ing. Rockland Awning Co., Inc. Tsl. laws of 1931.
FREDERICK ROB IE
No changes were made in the direc Havre. His first command was the his late residence on Summer street, pen have come some of the most ex And there upon the slope the violets
Secretary of State.
1262.-W—adv.
62-T-tf
tors except for the election of Mrs. bard Jennie Cushman owned by Wednesday at 2 p. m.
spread
quisite melodies ever given to man—
Malcolm Peabody for three years and Samuel C. Cobb, who served several
not somber tragic weavings but glow The royal purple of a prlnce’a bed.
Mrs. Morris Hawkes for the unexpired terms as mayor of Boston. Capt.
ing with life and color and beauty. The crest and summit of the river's
term of Mrs. Markoe.
By John Haggart
course
It has been said that the quiet lipid
Hurley was in the African trade 12
upon the hill with flaming
The Sunbeam was anchored off years. In one voyage he sailed down
with
character of a locked mood, the pas Are spaced
gone.
Kenarden Lodge during the meeting the African coast in the ship Susan
toral In music, was his genius. He
SELENA ROYLE
adding to the interest of the occasion L. Fitzgerald and became unexpect
was the least "schooled" of all the And where the river widens clear and
WILETTE KERSHAW
The Rockport Carnival
still
and one of the high spots was the an edly mixed up in the Ashanti rebel
great German musicians but for this
GRANT MILLS
nouncement of the gift of a new com- lion which the British were endeav
lack of training his keen musical in It holds the mirrored outline of a hill,
Regatta
Amateur
Contest
» i
CHARLES FARRELL
,»iss as a memorial to Mrs. ^ohn. Mar oring to subdue.
tuition and inexhaustible resources of A farmhouse set amid old twisted oak.
I
koe by Hon. Henry Morgenthau. A The Ashantis were waging war on Register with Russell Thurston. melody amply compensated. He will The clean abode of decent farmer folk.
Seats, All Performances
93 Exchange Street
group of college girls and young men the Fgfitees, or coast dwellers, and Rockport. Tel. Camden 2069. Up always remain as one of the grandest
60 Cents and $1.00 plus tax
draw their substance from the
working on the coast as volunteers the ship arrived in one of the ports
"impressionists of all time. Intimate Who quiet
Phone Skowhegan 434
soil.
Maine
Portland,
gave color and sprightliness to the at the moment when the greater por to 14 years, Wednesday, Aug. 4, at natures incline to chamber music, Pay for their food and bed with honest
8
p.m.;
15
years
and
older,
Satur

toll.
gathering.
Old
friends
and
new
Wednesday
Afternoon,
Aug.
11
and it is conceded that “the ultimate
tion of the population was in a fran
Eatabllahed ISM
mingled as one great family eager tic flight toward the water front, day, Aug. 7, at 8 p. m.
refinement, the final refuge of the And And a peace beyond all thought of
STRAWBRIDGE PARNOVA
Representative, E. T. RUNDLETT, The Thorndike Hotel
and interested ln a work which for with armed Ashantis not more than
composer who wishes to escape from
gold.
BALLET IN TIME
CASH PRIZES
over 30 years has notably served the 1 a mile distant ln full pursuit,
Seats, 50c and $1, plus tax
91-92 a trivial presentation will always be The best of Life to cherish and to hold,
l»-19T&Stf
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BREWER LOSES

STAGE IS SET

SUMMER MUSIC SEASON
the Eels Boat Barn

SEACOAST MISSION

AT CLARK ISLAND

LAKEWOOD

TO ENTER

H. M. PAYSON & CO.
Investment Bankers

lees privileged of the coast of Maine,

capt. Hurley held no brief for the

in the noble abstraction of the strinf

—Bdna Jacques,
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KNOX TWILIGHT LEAGUE

A HAPPY NIGHT

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Blessed are the peacemakers: for
they shall be called the children of
God—Matt. 5:9.

Class of ’04, Rockland High
School, Has Fifth Annual
Reunion

From C. C. Harvey, editor and
owner of the Fort Fairfield Review
conies to this department the fol
lowing note of appreciation:
“Dear Brother Fuller: Your
paper's editorial on ‘The Passing of
Governor Cobb, is one of the most
restrained, judicial and at the same
time beautiful and just things that
1 have seen for a long time. I have
never known a man in Maine who
was more respected by friends and
opponents alike than Governor
Cobb—a useful, manly, square and
friendly gentleman.”

Camden Wins and Loses—Championship Game
Takes Place Tomorrow Night

FINGER PRINTS
Camden Man Argues Strong
ly In Favor of the Modern

System

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
The fifth annual reunion of the j
j Teirible disasters happen every day
class 1904. Rockland High School. !
! in some part of the world, and they
was held Friday night at the Rock
' bring to us the realization that some
This Week's Games
Camden's lone score was du? to a thing should be done to prevent such
port home of Mr. and Mrs. H. O
single
by
Daily,
a
sacrifice
by
Thomas
!
Tonight
—
Waldoboro
at
Rockland.
Heistad. where a large gathering ot i
Wednesday night—Thomaston vs and Boynton's single. Thomaston had , than have one cause remedied when
former classmates, accompanied by
St. George at Community Park. scored one run on a double by Buck an even greater disaster strikes in
itheir families and special guests,
Rockland, for championship of first lin. a single by Condcn and a wild 1 another locality. Not knowing just
pitch.
|
pledged anew the friendships formed
half of League season.
The winning run came in the ninth when or where they will strike there
Thursday—Thomaston at Rockport.
many years ago. Nothing could sur
little we can do about it.
inning when Jealous walked and Rob isThe
Friday—St. George at Rockport.
terrible explosion which snuffed
pass the happiness of the arrival I
inson and Libby singled.
the lives of over 500 children
Some splendid infield work was out
greetings—some meeting for the first
done toy Gay. Glover. Wheeler and when the school in New London. Tex.
time within the year, others in many
THE BOK PRIZE
blew up last March makes us realize
Plaisted. The score:
years—the warm hand clasps, the
that we should prepare to lessen the
Thomaston
exclamations—"You haven't changed
Curtis Bok made his first ap
ab r bh tb po a e tragedy of such unexpected acci
Gay, ss |............... 4 0 0 0 8 0 0 dents. One way to do this is to form
a bit.”—"It's wonderful to see you
pearance of the season with the
a quick and positive method of iden
again I’’—followed by reminiscent
Camden Shells Saturday after Pelt. 3b ............... 4 0 0 0 0 2 1 tification; that one method is finger
To hi« friend of The Fort FairGlover. 2b .......... 3 0
1 1 46 0
glimpses of "Do you remember—"
noon and held down first base in
Moody. If ............ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 prints.
field Review, the Editor of The
The people in Texas have realized
Two teachers who had labored with [ Like the railroads . . . steamship
approved style. Incidentally he Jealous, rf .......... 3 1110 0 0
Courier-Gazette in his own behalf the class of 1904 were present—Miss
Robinson, cf ...... 4 0 2 2 1 0 0 this, and to date over 750 children
and bus lines ... it doesn’t cost
confirmed
the
report
that
he
will
and that of his newspaper associ Anna E. Coughlin of Rockland and I
Libby. If. 2b ...... 4 1110 0 0 have had their fingerprints placed on
much to get somewhere in this
again offer prizes for the second
ates, returns sincere thanks; taking Miss Harriet Long of Tenant's Har
Bucklin, c .......... 3 0 2 3 6 0 0 file for future reference If necessary.
luggage department
half of the Knox Twilight League Woodcock, lb .... 2 0 0 0 16 0 0 It is too late now to ease the suffer
occasion to add that credit for the ! bor. and it was gratifying to learn
season. The winning team will Condon, p .......... 3 0 1 10 10 ing these people experienced down
sincerity of the beautiful tribute ^at neit\er ^Id any grudges over
will be the guest speaker, then, a
there, but if the finger prints of these
FERNALD IS ACTIVE
the years for the pranks and misbe
Wc start at cases at $1.25 for short
receive $250 and the team which
9 o'clock he will address the "Assoj
printed in the columns of the late havior of the boys and girls of- those
children had been on file before the
31
2
8
9
27
18
1
trips and go t ight along up to lug
stands second will receive $100.
elation des Vigilants" a civic orj
accident, the suffering could hav
Gov. Cobb’s home paper—a tribute former days.
Carrdrn
Senator Roy L. Fernald of Winter - ganization ccmpcscd of young Fran,
gage that carries everything but
Plans had been made for buffet
ab r bh tb po a e been eased up somewhat. It would
that far and wide is being praised—
I have saved them the agony of mak- j port will tomorrow as president of co-American business and profes
the dog.
Camden 8. Waldoboro 1
Wheeler, ss ...... 4
should be given to the writer of it. supper on the porch, but due to fog
g
I ing their way through the many im- tnc Belfast Lions Club, at 6.30 pre- sicnal men of Lewiston and Auburr
Plaisted.
2b
......
4
The Camden Shells are making no
pipfr*, A«cia« Editor, Frank ■» »
i
"J ----‘— 'intol
”** side over a meeting of the club at at Mason's Beach, Sabattus. on “Th
provied morgues, and
jeering
Not only lighter in weight when , bones of their intention to win the Lrrd. 3b
4
the faces of the torn and crushed I which former Gov. Louis J. Brann Iniquities of the Sales Tax."
A. Winslow.
up in the dining room where cold
packed, but lighter to buy at theae championship of the second half,1 Wadsworth, rf .. 4
little bodies to see if they could iden- |
—By W. O. Fuller, Editor
ham. potato salad, hot rolls, pickles,
Bok. lb ............. 4
tify their dead son, or daughter.
but it was not necessary for them Daily, c. cf ...... 4
olives, cake, ice cream and coffee j prices when empty.
Through finger prints each and every
' to extend thc-nselves in Saturday's Bennett, cf .... 1
were dispensed by the-committee on
victim could have been identified
game, as Waldoboro was having an Thomas, c ........ 1
arrangements—Mrs. Margaret Mar- I
quickly and sent to their respective
AN ORCHID TO ITS RARE BOUQUET
other off day. Cooney did some ex Leonard. If ...... 3
shall. Mrs. Heistad Mrs. Merle Barthomes ready for burial, thereby spar
cellent pitching in the early innings, Boynton, p ...... 3
117:11 rv
r
D'll
assisted by Mrs. Frances Snerer
ing
relatives
the
gruesome
task
of
Will Disappear rrom Dill- Mrs Reta Coburn. Miss Ellen Tolbut the support he received would
Overnight Cases
32 1 6 7*24 15 1 viewing so may crumpled little bodies.
have brought tears to a granite boulder
boards In Maine, the Com man and Mrs. Elizabeth Davis.
Out in Grand Rapids, Michigan,
•
Bucklin
hit
by
batted ball; win
Foggy
Befmett
pitched
in
his
usual
David Crockett as president
$3.50
the school children are voluntarily
effective
form
mixing
speed
with
tan

ning
run
with
one
out.
handled
the
business
session
at
which
I
mission Says
01000000 1—2 placing their finger prints on file—
CLICQUOT Club, America’s A-1 ginger ale
talizing floaters, with the result that Thomaston
these officers were elected: David i
off to them. In the State of
Pamrlon
OOOO1
000 0 1 hats
Waldoboro
is
credited
with
only
five
for ovor 50 years, has blend—smooth, deli
Gladstones
“base hits. Bucklin. Wadsworth.
Michigan there are over 10J.COO sets
Advertising of hard liquors on bill- ! Crockett, president; vice president
hits.
.u o, . „
j Clarence Barnard; secretary. Miss
cate, perfectly balanced. Made with naturalboards in Marne, the State liquor Ellen D Tolman; treasurer. Mrf
The visitors are charged with seven Base cn oalis. off Boynton 2. Struck , of
$7.50 to $25.00
on file in the civilian bureau at East I
pure water and finely carbonated, it keeps
out.
by
Condon
5,
-toy
Boynton
4.
Sac

errors
of
commission,
but
this
does
commission said Thursday, “will dis- i Elizabeth Davis. The chair appointLansing, most of which are those of
its lively sparkle.
rifice
hit.
Thomas
Double
plays.
not
take
into
account
many
of
omisappear within a comparatively short j ed these committees. On arrangesion. It is fair to believe that the Gay. Glover and Woodcock;- Bovn- adults. Let us hope that many more ;
Weekend Cases
time. as the result of co-operation ments: Mrs Heistad. Mrs. Perry Mrs.
localities
will
follow
then:
example
Lincoln County boys now liave it out ton. Plaisted and Bok. Umpires. Dunreceived from the various liquor con- I Eavis,'. *?TS' ~1?,erer:, tJ'ansP°rtatlonCharles M. Spruce. F.P.E.
ick and Peyler. Scorer. Winslow.
of their system. The score:
$4.00
to
$10.00
Camden. July 31.
cems doing such advertising."
zJT1 i*r’
S' Dav‘s'
Waldoboro
' We recently notified each liquor
?1' Choate. It was voted to
PALE ORT
GOLDEN
ab r to o
concern that the commission was i €stabll5h an annual fee of 50c per
Wardrobe Cases
GINGER
ALE
SOUTH
THOMASTON
Benner,
cf
........
4
0
11
opposed to such advertising,’’ Chairto hod the 1938 reunion
Stegemann. ss .... 4 112
Mrs. Almeda Dassall has returned
man Harold S. Boardman said, "and at Rockledge Inn. Spruce Head, se
hTTuLL,
lftToUNCI
PINTS
ANO
PULL,
32-OUNCt
QUARTS
$10.75 to $20.00
McLain, rf ........... 4 0 0 0
as the result of our expressed senti- ‘ectlnB the Postoffice at Rockland
Thirty Fast Boys Will Take to Long Lsland, N Y. after spending
Crowell,
c
............
3
0
0
6
a few days with Ada Martin.
ment the firms have come forward , f°f. a
place where transporBond. If ............... 4 0 12
Part In Bangor News Box
very nicely and assured us they will ' tatlon wl" he provided. Two deaths
Gladpacks
I
Brown.
3b
.........
4
0
0
2
discontinue billboard advertising.? : ~ere r£'P°rt?d in the past year—
Prench. 2b, p ..... 3 0 0 2
ing Tournament
Boardman said one firm “told us George Clark and Julia Buttomer.
$32.50
Burnheimer. lb — 3 0 1 8
it would cancel its contract for liquor ^tters of greeting were read—from
i Cooney, p
.10 0 1
Mayor Leforest A. Thurston of
advertising on billboards immediate- ,
P°wllnB_Flye of CumberVannah. rf ........ 2 0 10
ly.»
| land; Mrs. Emma Ccbb Havener, of
Rockland and Town Manager Percy
1 Boggs. 2b
........ 0 0 0 0
There is no Maine law under which I ^°,r5a,r’,t<Lwn W .Y?" John Sansom
R. Keller of Camden have been in
the commission has the power to of Wa'd°boro; and Mrs. Evelyn Richvited to attend the Bangor Daily
32 1 5 24
prohibit liquor advertising on bill- i al°son McKusick of Rockland,
Camden Shells
News amateur boxing tournament
boards. Boardman said
1 Entertainment features had as
in
Rockland. Thursday night.
Legislation designed' to prohibit 1}ead,line readings by Miss Ccu3hlin.
’ Wheeler, ss .........
416 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND, ME. Plaisted. 2b ...........
such advertising was defeated at the deerly be,0T*d by all her "boys and
Indications were that nearly 30
session of the 88th Legislature last glrls” Chocsln« P°ems from "Shore
boys would compete in the Rockland
Lord. Cb ..............
winter.
' Neighbors" and some still in manu •
| Thomas, c
tournament for the eight class titles.
Within the past few years various script’ the selections woven around
Richards, rf ......... 4
The winners will compete in Bangor.
liquor firms have used billboards IIamlUar sites and names, held parBok.
lb
WHEN FEAR CAME
1 1 September 30 and October 1 for the
along Maine’s highways to advertise Itlcular charm for her hearers. Vocal
• Dailey, cf............... 4
solos and duets were given by Mr.
th'CTr products. Boardman said.
01 State titles and major prizes.
Leonard. If
(From
the
New
York
Sunt
, and Mrs Heistad, and chorus singBennett, p
0
Amateur officials also announced
j ing was led by David Crockett. Mrs
President Roosevelt charged that j Maynard, cf
01 today that Kennebec county amaNettie Averill was at the piano. The
---------------------- teurs would be eligible to compete in
_____
) gathering broke up at a late hour. “the Republican leaders have tried j
35 3 9 27 10 3 Rockland. The Kennebec amateurs
, after a rising vote of thanks had to spread the gospel of fear.”
Waldoboro
10000000 0—1 . have been competing in Bangor
There was no fear in the earliest ‘ Camden Shells 01020140 0—8 I Daily News tournaments for the past
Thousands of Lobsters Are been extended to Ml and Mrs
D
j *. c j
i >■
i
Heistad for their hospitality and to days of the Roosevelt Administration. , Two-base hits. Bond. Bennett six years. They have been unusuneared At r ederal Hatch- Miss Tolman for the many favors The President had vowed to carry Struck
out. by French .3 by Bennett i ally successful and several State
erv Roothhav Harbor
showered upon her former classmates
ery, nootnoay Harbor
at this reunion-among these favors out the Democratic platform of 1932. 7. Bases on balls, off Cooney 2, off titles were won by amateurs from
French 3. off Bennett 1. Hit by pitch- ! that section. Dave Castilloux of
Many thousand fourth stage lob- !
?e iCe cream fashioned
1 He had put conservatives like Wood- er. Wheeler. Umpires. Fowler and Waterville is the outstanding ex, . .
“
8
I brick form pi cherry, green and in and Douglas in high places. The Tait. Scorer. Boynton.
ample.
sters have been matched and reared j white (the class colors! and bearing
• • • •
The amateurs will box three, 2whole country was with Mr. Rooseat the Federal Hatchery at Boothbay the numerals ”1904.''
minute rounds in each of their bouts.,
velc.
Thomazton
2,
Camden
1
Harbor during the past few weeks i It is significant that among the
Under a tournament rule no more
Thomaston last night nosed out a than 32 boxers will be allowed to i
But fear came soon. It was not
and Commissioner Rodney E. Feyler j names following appear those of 17
victory over Camden in the last inn compete.
of the Department cf Sea and Shore who were graduated in 1904. a' not- caused by Republicans.
Who repudiated the contracts in ing of the fastest game of the season.
Fisheries is "convinced that the work able achievement after the elapse of
Proceeds from the tournament,
is practical and worthwhile."
j 33 years and from a class which num- the gold currency? Not the Republi
which will be held in the Spanish
He states that the U. S. Bureau of | bered only 29 members Those pres- cans.
BOARD OF REGISTRATION
Villa Hall, will be used to the News
Notice Is hereby given that the Board
Who passed a law permitting the
Fisheries and tots Department co-oper- j ent were < 1904 graduates and others
Registration will Oe in session at their Santa Claus fund to purchase toys,
ated in the activity and that the who were a part of the class for a manipulation of the currency? Not of
rooms. Spring street, for the purpose of and clothing for unfortunate children
young lobsters were released on the timet Miss Elma Ireland Ralph the Republicans.
revising and correcting the voting lists I at Christmas time,
the City. The sessions will be held
known beds along the coast. They Choate. Mrs. Frances Butler Sherer
Who restricted the harvest and of
Less than 200 reserved seats are I
Aug. 5. 6. 7. 8. 10. 11. 12. 13. 14 and 18
were transported by boat and truck i Wendell H. Hodgkins of Winthrop destroyed food in order to bring in from 9 a m, to 1 p. m.. and from available for this simon-pure mitt
and arrived from the hatchery in Mass.. Miss Lou Belle Jackson. Mrs. flation? Not the Republicans.
3 p in. to 5 p. m and from 7 p m. to slinging carnival, one of the finest
bureau- f 9 P m Standard Time As the last three bits of entertainment available for I
excellent condition.”
; Annie Colley Emmons of Methuen
Who, after...
denouncing
. .,
... ..
days of said session are for the purpose
This work, according to Feyler. was Mass., Luke S Davis. Mrs. Myra cracy, proceeded to double it? Not , at verifying said lists and to complete devotees of boxing. The tickets are '
and cldse up the records of the session, on sale at the Corner Drug store in I
carried on principally to develop a Cates Redman of Danville Mrs Ber- the Republicans.
system to be used in a State-owned tha Cates Vezina of Danville.' Mrs.
Who borrowed billions to waste in
i’ls on sa?dd d^/,0
Rockland.
hRtcher.v for which $29.0C0 was pro- Florence Thomas McMillan David useless boon-doggling? Not the Re- will also be in session all day election
Arrangements have been completed
day.
vided by the Legislature last spring Crockett of Camden. Donald H. Ful- publicans.
to provide separate
seats for “all 1|
No applications for "Absent Voting or I
“__ ,
It is expected that this plant will be , ier, Mrs. Merle Doe Bartlett Mrs
Who smothered Woodin and Doug- I Physical
Incapacity Ballots." will be ap-1 holders of reserved seat tickets. The ,
ready for operation by next May,1 Gladys Jones Heistad, Clarence las and Warburg and the other con proved after five o'clock in the after-! chairs have been rented especially for
Fhrrva^chnrT'Rhler bi°f<^r1Stf°f Barnard- Mrs Elizabeth Whitman servatives? Not the Republicans.
noon of the last day of said session.
j the occasion
By order of the Board of Registration.
Action will commence at R n-ciecb
Who put Tugwell and Ickes and
w
’□.
Man"C Davi8’ Mrs- R«a Patterson Coburn of
JOHN e doherty. chairman
. Acllon
WU1 commence at 8 0 clock.
Ftoheries. Superintendent Thomas B. Warren. Miss Ellen D. Tolman of Wallace and Jerome Frank in places 1
91*94 ast.
t
Hanr uCry .3?d Com™LS" Auburn. Mass.. Mrs. Nettie Brown of power? Not the Republicans.
s.oner Feyler collaborated in working Averill. Mrs Margaret Perry Marshall
Who fathered legislation obviousy
out a system based on the best fea of Port Clyde, Walter C. Ladd. John unconstitutional and sneered at the i
tures of the Connecticut and Rhode A. Blackman. Miss Charlotte Buf- Nine Old Men? Not the Republi- !
I 6'HOURS’a’ DAY7lNSIDEiYOUR’SHOES!
Island plans and some new ideas of fum. Others present were: Miss cans.
their own.
Who made the doli a political
Anna
E.
Coughlin.
Miss
Harriet
Long
"For a small expenditure we saved
the Slate many hundreds of dollars
I?£bOr;
2<atb!een weapon? Not the Republicans.
Who tried to turn labor over to the j
in research work and are now ready
^,any' N Y” Clyde
mercies of John L. Lewis?
to get down to business in a big way," Beaton of Methuen. Mass.. Mrs. tender
i Hodgkins. Mrs. Choate. Herbert Em Not the Republicans.
said JPeyler.
of Your Shoes That Make or Break
Candidate Roosevelt knows as well i
The work at Boothbay will be edm- mons Mrs. Luke S. Davis, George B
as
any
other
man
when
fear
came
Davis,
Mrs.
Ladd.
.Miss
Margaret
Mcpleted shortly.
Your Foot Health'and Comfort
! Millan. Mrs. Fuller, Mrs. Barnard. and whence, and why.
Mr. Heistad.
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Clicquot Club

THE BIG SHOW
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GREGORY’S

PRACTICAL WORK

PRICE
SLASH

ON ALL OUR GREAT STOCK OF

SUMMER FURNITURE

Figure Your Own Prices. Just look At the Regular Price Tag.
Deduct 25 percent and Find the Amazing Bargain You Can Have.
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CLERKS OF COURT

“GOT TO BE SUPPORTED"

Had a Fine Time At the An- An In vested _Citln-„ Expresses
nual Meeting In Lincoln HiJnsc|f Fc.-cefuiiy on chest Cam®

County

,

j

paign

------

_____
| Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
The annual meeting of the Clerk! Ever since you announced that
of Courts Association of Maine was there would be no drive this year for
held with Lincoln County Clerk of ('
Courts Clarence A. Ricnards as host
Communlty Chest. I have given
last Wednesday and Thursday.
ule matter considerable thought. I
The business meeting of the asso- j was very much disappointed in the
elation was held Wednesday night first news, and very pleased to know
after supper at the Wiscasset Inn.
Matters dealing with the duties and now, that there will be a drive.
I am a citizen of this. town, and
problems of the office of clerk of
courts were discussed. The following enjoy all the benefits of it in the way
were elected: President. Clarence A. Iof P°'lce protection, fire protection
Richards. Lincoln County; first vice '■ roads' and tbe numerous other civic
president Herman H. Coombs. Waldo I advanta8e5- Besides the civil adpert F. Aldrich, Oxford County: sec-:v. ag.esu’. there are our °rganiza
retary and treasurer. Albert L. Fo- tiens which are for the benefit of
ter, Washington County; executive the aged, sick, and other unfortu
committee, James E. Philoon. Frank nates.
I believe it behooves everyone to
D. Fenderson and George P. Gould.
Thursday was spent in a tour of support to the extent of their ability,
Lincoln County, with a shore dinner all of these charitable organizations.
at noon at Newagen Inn. where the From a mercenary standpoint. I had
party were guests of the Lincoln ratiTer have these funds solicited by
County comissloners who
were a Community Chest than through in
represented by A. Ashley Walter. Jr., dividual drives for the respective or
ganizations.
These organizations
of Waldoboro.
The meeting in 1£38 will be in have got to be supported somehow,
Belfast with H. H. C ombs as host. and the Community Chest seems to
Clerk of Courts M. M. Griffin was me to be the best practical method
present at last week’s sessions, ac for raising these funds.
An Interested Citizen
companied by Mrs. Griffin,

INSIDE FEATURES

mfiRVCLSi

The INSIDE of Health
Spot Shoes is Shaped
to Fit Every Curve
ofjfour Foot/

Tho CIGARETTE of Quality
Spend more for other
things—but enjoy the
cigarette of quality at
the same low price.

pr.

^0*1* Crowing aBo.

Health Spot Shoes
Control j,the1' Foot
at the Inner Curve
of the Heel

WE BUY

OLD
GOLD
AND SILVER
CLARENCE E. DANIELS
JEWELER
370 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

Get the INSIDE Story
of Health Spot Shoes
TODAYI

McLain Shoe Store
432 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.

[FOREMEN, WOMEN5ANDyCHILDREN|

This is a bona fide offer on all our Summer Furniture, Gliders,
Swayers, Hammocks, Lawn Umbrellas, Lawn and Beach Furniture
Croquet Sets, Glider Covers.
And Remember, This Great Price
Slash in Summer Furniture Comes
at the Heart of the Season with
Many Weeks of Hot Weather To
Come.

k
COSOYL

N. B. Ask for our Croquet Set at
$1.29

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Every-Other-Day
Aurora Lodge will work the Master
Mason degree Wednesday night. Re
freshments.

JULY
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—

County Commissioner Foy Brown
and George Phillips. Jr., enjoyed
some big league baseball Sunday in
Boston.

Gov. Lewis O, Barrows has accept
ed an invitation to attend next Sun
day’s clambake at Oakland Park, giv
en as t» social event by the Rockland
Camden and Thomaston Townsend
Clubs.

AT LAKEWOOD

ESTATE OF W. J. TAIT
Those who have left Clocks, Watches, etc., with
the late WILLIAM J. TAIT, at Huston-Tuttle

‘ Two-Time Mary” Making a
Hit — ‘“Reno” a Divorce
Story Next Week

Discover one best buy
in gasoline, too!

Owen Davis' new farce “Two Time
Mary’ is proving one of the hap
piest offerings of Lakewood's 37 th I
season. Written In hilarious vein this
mediately call there for the same.
story of a lunatic household and a !
young girl who complicates every92*It
thing by telling the truth at the
The -Police (Department is to hold
wrong time gives fine opportunities I
its annual ball Aug. 30, and in order
to Owen Davis, Jr.. Charles Farrell. [
to (accommodate all who wish to en
A H. Van Buren, Marita and
Destroyer Craven arrived last night (
joy the event the Community Build for trials on the Rockland Course and
Marian Shoekley. Dorothy Bernard,!
ing has been leased by "the finest.” at sea with Rockland as the base. The
Daphnee Sylva, Day Elliot, Jessa-I
Tickets are on sale.
mine Newcombe. Ben Lackland. John
craft was built at the Fere River
To Buy 100 Pounds of Feed I Hpjnmond Dailey. Beatrice Graham
Yards and cost $8,900 003.
Rev. Charles E. Brooks, pastor ol
*Tk
A
T'
Pri'ir1 ^a'dd Shellev. There will be perthe Methodist Church, who is having
I nan Mt Mny I ims rriar formaRces of "Two Time Mary” all
M.
M.
Griffin,
Augustus
Huntley.
his annual vacation, emulated the ex
To 1937'
this wce'c
a matlne€ on Satur
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
ample of the London cabmen Sunday Willis I. Ayer .George C. Simmons
day.
Aug. 3-7—Community Chest Drive.
whan he occupied, the pulpit of the and George T. Stewart will be bear
Starting
next
Monday, Aug. 9. the
The Bureau of Agricultural Econo
Aug 4—Port Clyde—Summcr fair of Methodist Church in Bath. .
ers at the services tomorrow for Col.
Lakewood Players, will present one (
Baptist Circle.
mics
reports:
W. P Hurley, representing the sev
Aug. <-7—Rockport—Carnival Regatta. ;
“The general level of the wholesale of the most ambitious productions In
eral military organizations. There
Aug 5—Bangor News' Amateur boxing
FIRST
HALF
CHAMPIONS
will be services at the grave with a Prlces- at C7 percent of the 1926 avtournament In Rockland
Aug. 8—Townsend Club clam bake at
| firlhg squad.
! erage, in early July was 1 percent
Oakland Park.
_____
I below the April high point of the
In spite of the fact that rain
Aug 10—Rockport—Open meeting of J
although 10 percent above the
Garden Club at Miss Marlon Weidman's.
was falling steadily Sunday after j Many admiring glances were yes- year,
July level of a year ago. A slight upAug
10—Waldoboro—Womans
Club |
noon
a
large
crowd
gathered
at
lawn party on Gay's lawn
terday accorded the handsome sport turn occurred In late June and July,
Aug. 10—Glen Cova—Field Day of (
Community Park to see Thomas i cruiser and tuna fisherman Manana This upturn was wholly due to Bi
Aug 10—Reunion of Rockland High
ll as fhe lay at the public landing vancing prices of farm products and
School Class of 1912 at Crescent Beach I ton and St. George deride th#
float. The unusual craft, property of foods , for prices of commodities
Inn.
championship
of
the
first
half
of
Aug. 11—Owls Head—Church fair.
Wendall W. Anderson of Detroit, is other than these two groups have
Aug 11—Martinsville—Fair ot Ladles
!he split season. Umpire Wotton
50 feet long a^d 11.6 beam powered remained steady. Little change in
Circle at Grange hall
by two 100 horse power diesel en- the general level of wholesale prices j
Aug. 12—Warren—Midsummer lair at ' wisely called the game after the
the Congregational Church
, gines. Frcm this port she goes to i is expected within the next few
first
half
inning,
and
the
game
Aug 12—Vtnalhaven—Fair of Union |
Seal Harbor and thence to Bay of months, with any change which may ,
Church Circle at vestry.
will be played Wednesday night i Fundy in search of tuna. She has the i oecur likely to be upwards,
District 12. OE.S. at Orange hall
instead. There is county-wide in
last word In modern equipment for | Consumer demand for farm prod
Aug
12—Annual
meeting
ThreeQuarter Century Club In Ellsworth.
I terest in the contest and a big
Discovering a place of greater gasoline values is a real discovery indeed!
deep water sport fishing. Her skip ucts is not expected to change much
Aug 15—Rockport—Concert by Curtis
per is Capt. Stanley Mitchell of during the next few months. The
String Quartet at Capt Eells' Boat
crowd will be on hand.
Because gasoline is a big item in your family budget!
Eermuda.
leveling off of industrial activity
Barn.
Aug. 16—Maine's Special Election.
_____
which has been in evidence for
Today there’s a new measure of value in regular gasoline! New refinery
Aug 17—Rockland Oarden Club Flow
Edw. Edwards of St. George was l Col Anri Mrs
n
several months has just begun to be
er 8how
Col and Mrs. Hector G. Staples. , reflected in the statlstics „f employ.
fined
$50
sold
costs,
with
an
alterna

additions and improvements...new equipment...new patented processes en
Aug. 18-19—Thomaston—Annual fair
of Wllllams-Brazler A L on The Mall. tive jail sentence .of 30 days, when ; Department Commander, American ment, pay rolls and non-agricultural
able us to build-in—refine-in—extra values that
Aug. 19—State Field Meeting of Knox convicted in Recorder Otis court of Legion of Maine, go Thursday morn income, the upward trend of which
Academy of Arts and Sciences. If stormy drunken driving.
The arrest was ing to officially visit the Legion Posts failed to continue through May.
mean a lot to you and your car.
first pleasant day
Aug
21—Camden—Fire Department made by Officer Ahern of Thomas of Aroostook and Washington Coun Largely because of strikes which in
ton.
Field Day.
terrupted operations in the steel in
The new gas is ready—NOW! It's called New
ties and will be accompanied by Mrs. dustry and some other lines, the gen
Aug. 22—Open Amateur handicap
golf tournament at Knox County Golf
Value American Gas. It’s even better than last
Mrs Maggie Graves, peering from Adelaide S. Owen of Milo. Department eral level of industrial activity ap
Club.
president, and Mrs. Anna Lovely of pears to have declined more than
Aug
26—Waldoboro—Oarden
Club the window of her Gay street home
Charles
Farrell
year’s superb American Gas. More than ever, the
flower show.
Sunday morning, beheld a well grown Old Town. Department secretory of seasonably in June and July. How
Aug 26—Waldoboro—Flower exhibit of
the
American
Legion
Auxiliary.
Th?
best buy in “regular”! More value for your gas
Oarden Club at High School auditorium. bull moose ambling unconcernedly itinerary in Aroostook County calls ever. the resumption in early July
Aug 27—Warren—Annual mla-summer across lawns and walks, finally dis for Houlton. Presque Isle. Caribou. of activity in some of the industries their history. This is “Reno.’’ a new
oline dollar...more value from your automobile
concert xt Baptist Church
appearing In the direction of Leland Van Buren Fort Fairfield. Fort Kent affected by the strikes has resulted' comedy by John Haggart. wellAug. 30—Annual ball of Rockland street.
in
recovery
of
part
of
the
iost
ground,
known
Broadway
playwright,
and
not
Polloe
Department
at Community
investment! Try it!
and Madawaska, and in Washington
"In evaluating the prospects for only will the cast be headed by such
Building.
County. Danforth, Woodland. Calais,. further improvement in business con- ncted players asSelena Royle. WilAug. 31—Annual auto tour by Farm
Patrolman Edwin U. Price goes on Lubec. Easport, Machias and Har
★ Free Album and Historical Stamps ■"given away free,
Bureau.
ditions during the remainder of 1937. ette Kershaw. Grant Mills
and
while they last, at American Oil Company dealers and stations. Ask about yours today I
his annual vacation today but there rington.
Sept 6—Labor Day.
therefore,
much
depends
upon
the
exCharles
Farrell,
but
there
will
be
Sept 14—Annual lair ol Miriam Re is probably no truth in the report
pected changes in building con- thirty-five other players in the prebekah Lodge.
that he will devote it to the com
structlon and in capital expenditures j sentation.
TO THE CITIZENS
pilation of a new book of poems.
With the most discussed divorce
for railroad and industrial plant
FAMILY REUNIONS
Deputy Marshall Walter J. Fernald
equipment. It is principally the fail colony in the world as the back-1
I heartily approve the aims and
Aug. 5—57th annual reunion ol In is back at his desk.
STOP AT THE AMOCO "SIGN OF GREATER VALUES”
ddflH&h
graham family. Penobscot View Grange
ure of some of these lines to experi ground "Reno" is a straightforward
objectivis of Community Chrsl
hall. Glen Cove
story
of
divorcees
and
the
condi-1
ence the sharp upswing which had
and commend the present effort to
American Oil Co.—A/so Maker ot Amoco-Gai.. .World't Fmett Motor Fuel
Waldoboro—TeagueAug 19—North
Steamer Yankee, formerly the J. T. raise funds to make pcsfble the
been expected for 1537 which is caus tlons they meet when visiting the
Heyer families at Maple Orange hall
Morse
of
the
Rockland-Bar
Harbor
Nevada
town
to
dissolve
their
matrij
ing some business forecasters to be
oprraticn of the several partici
Aug 11—Shlbles family at Ijprvey
Shlbles' home in Knox.
'
J route, was stranded on the tip of pating organizations for the ensu
come less optimistic with respect to menial bonds. The central character
Aug ll iWednesdayi-32nd annual re- Long Lsland Saturday night, return
the trend during the remainder of is Christine Wentworth who weds a ‘
ing year.
union of Hall family, Penobscot View ing from the International Yacht
cowboy, Roy. after her divorce is riet Clement have returned from a I
this year."
Leforest A. Thurston,
Grange hall. Glen Cove.
Mayor.
Aug. 15—Light family at Light's Pa- Races with 500 passengers. The craft
The rate of egg production June 1 granted. They operate a ranch for trip abroad They arrived Saturday ,
vlltcn — Washington
was freed and nobody was injured.
was the highest on record for the the six-weeks' vlsitors*who com? from in Boston on the S. S. Samaria.
Aug 25—Payson-Pogler family at L.
a!! over the country and the story
Of .strange
ij month
The
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Bok of Phila- J
P True's home in Hope.
Main
street
was
full
irange
size SQ- {(jr
jn decline
hasin laying
lgg flock p: their married life, is the central
It is the request of Mayor Thurston
Aug 25—Mank family In North Wal
delphia have arrived in town for a
that Main street business establlsh- automobiles Saturday forenoon and cent while the average ls 164 percent itory of an absorbing play which few weeks.
doboro.
( ments draw their shades Wednesday there was prolonged hooting and i The number of layers this fall is abounds in humorous and dramatic
Miss Mary McGrath of Bangor is
A Masonic assembly will be held at at B o'clock during the funeral of honking until they had disappeared likely to be much below the number characters. The scenes alternate guest of Mrs. Laura Ritterbush.
between a gambling room in Reno
East Union Pavilion Thursday of this Col. William P. Hurley, as a token of in the direction of the Northend. Thp a year ago.
week.
s respect for lone of Rockland's long
'hhie coal' pil'd you the warmth you need in a jiffy.
Many hatcheries closed for the and the ranch home of Christine
time business, military and civic occupants were 400 workers of th? season a month or six weeks earlier and
you u»e lets of it to pet better heat
Gardiner Shoe Co. bound for Oakland than usual. The number of young
Earl MacWilliams. night operator leaders.
8
Park to hold an outing. Athletic chicks in farm flocks was est|"'-,t->-'
at Glen Cove sub station, located the
CAMDEN
Ralph, son of Mr. and Mrs Charles
| at 19 percent less than on July I,
When you have to wait for fuel and within a few minutes your
comet Sunday night with binoculars.
H. Robinson of Pleasant street, events made up the morning pro ' 1936 and the smallest for July l uUi------gram,
there
was
a
shore
dinner
at
to produce heat, you are wast entire house is comfortably
was placed in the care of Knox Hos
Joel Keves Grant Circle. Ladies of
Herbert Hall, Summer street, tend pital Sunday afternoon after being noon, and at 1 o'clock there was an ing the past 13 years of record.
ing valuable time. When you warm. Don’t forget, ‘blue coal’
Stocks of frozert’ poultry continue the G.A.R. meets Friday to enjoy
ered his resignation to the Maine knocked down by an automobile from entertainment followed by dancing.
have to force heat up with will keep heat sizzling for
at
record
high
levels
for
the
period,
beano
in
the
afternoon
and
early
Central Railroad. Aug. 1st, after 48 a neighboring town. Scalp wounds Winners in the various athletic con
wide open drafts, you are wast hours with your drafts prac
The
into-storage
movement
of
shall
evening.
Picnic
supper
at
6
o'clock,
tests were: 100 yard dash. Earl Boudyears of service as engineer.
were treated and the youngster was way and Nelson Brown, (tie»; 50 yard eggs in June was little nore than a
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Dean of
ing money because a good part tically closed . . . That’s where
permitted to go back home.
dash for women. Marion Edwards; year before, but nearly twice as many Skowhegan are visiting friends in
of it escapes up the
you’ll save money. We
Members of Opportunity Class will
ORDER
sack race for women, Marion Ed frozen eggs were stored as in June town.
truly believe you will
chimney — while you
hold their monthly meeting with Mrs.
The Courier-Gazette appreciates a wards; sack race for men, Rol'y
Mrs. Jay Oliver of Rockland was
Elizabeth Williamson. 473 Old County souvenir postcard sent from Eureka.
find ‘blue coal’ a better,
shiver
.
.
.
With
‘
blue
More dozens of eggs are still re- weekend guest of Mr. and Mrs. WalRhodes; three-leggea race and wheel
road, Thursday night at 7.30. '
Calif., by “Pete" and Stella Robin barrow race. Melvin Flagg and Claude quired to buy 100 pounds of feed than ter Thurston.
more economical home
coal’ it’s a different
son, who are improving the Castine
at any time prior to 1937 The ratio
Mrs. Archie Lindsay is visiting
fuel. Order your supply
story. A few shovelsful
Supt. George J. Cumming and Rev. Normal ISchcol vacation by making a Lavasseur; horse and rider. Neisen between egg prices and feed costs is friends in Chicago,
now. Phone us.
... set your drafts . . .
FROM
Corwin H Olds have returned from J tr.p to the pacific coast. The card Brown and Joseph Wallace; Indian likely to contmue unfavorable into Dr. Harry Holt and son Kenneth
Fort Ethan Allen where they partici- fent by the Robinsons shows one of wrestle, Walter Beckwith; greased 1 „
Holt of Brookline. Mass., spent the
C ALDER WOOD FAMILY
pated in the encampment of 152 F A (he redwood trees—345 feet high and pig for women, Marion Edwards;
While the farm price of chickens weekend at their cottage on the Belgreased pig for men, Melvin Flagg:
82 feet in circumference. There's no and tug of war. team captained by may dechne during the summer by fast road
(Successors to Rockland Coal Co.1
The Calderwood family reunion
Everybody ls waiting for that new immediate danger of vandals chop
as much as they did in the correMr. and Mrs. Archie Mitchell and j will be held Auc. 18. at the home of
Estin Glidden.
highway cut-off to be finished at the ping those down.
TELEPHONE
72
ROCKLAND, ME.
sponding
period
of
1936.
because
of
son
of
Auburn
are
visiting
relatives
in
'
Mr. and Mrs. Lorenzo Linscott BurHead of the Bay. The old curve
Summer Clearance Sale—a good the disposal of the remainder of the town
kettville.
All
family
connections
are
and grade have been a pain in the
A Sunday outing by Supt. George opportunity to freshen up your ward heavy storage stocks, any decline
Bernard Kord of New York city.;
neck for all motorists.
B Finley of the State Prison Farm, robe for midsummer—Alfreds Perry. after September is likely to be less Carl Hutchinson of Cincinnati. John j cordially invited. Picnic dinner and
program as usual.
and his wife, resulted disastrously
than in 1936. By then the effect of Burhart of Boston. Mrs. Arthur Reed
92-93
• Constance E. MacPhail, Sec.
During a recent father-and-son : Sunday when his car was in collision 7 Limerock street.—adv.
reproduction in the hatch will be felt' of Newton. Mass., and Miss May
outing at 'Camp Medomak. 16 fond i with one dr)ven by Lionel Labbie of
upon poultry marketings."
Twohig of Waban. Mass., are guests
INGRAHAM FAMILY
daddies had the opportunity to enjoy Augusta. Mrs. Finley was considof Mr and Mrs. Frank H Wilbur.
MICK1E SAYS—
nature's sports with the campsters. crably bruised. Both cars were dam
Wc arc now doing business in our New Store, located on New County
John J. McGrath of Boston and The 56th annual reunion of the
“A LABORER'S" LETTER
among them being Maurice Bird for aged, and Labbie was held on a I
Reid, Rockland. Offering you a complete line of United Farmers
Thomas J. McGrath of Bangor re- descendants of Job. Joseph, Josiah
merly of 'this city.
drunken driving charge. In Munici
and Elmore Grain and Feeds at Attractive Prices.
Rockland. Aug. 2.
cently made a few days visit with and Nancy Ingraham takes place
THERE'S TWO WAVS TO DO A I
pal Court Labbie was fined $100 and I
To the Editor of The Courier-Ga- relatives and friends here,
Look us cvrr and Save Money!
JOB O' PRIOriUG, AU' OUE WAN
Sheriff Ludwick went in hot pur costs and given 30 days In Jail with
Thursday at Penobscot View Grange
zette:—
Miss Elizabeth Lovett has returned Hall, rain or shine, and all the kin
IS TO THROW TH' TMPE TkjETUER
suit of an Illinois car Sunday after 30 days additional if the fine is not
UNITED CO-OPERATIVE FARMERS, INC.
I am writing this letter to you with t0 Quincy, Mass., after an extended dred and friends of the family, with
Quick, Slam it ou th' press
noon, but with the most amiable in paid.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
the hope that you will see fit to pub- visi' with Mrs- Fred Lermond. Alden guests, are urged to be present. The
AUD RUSH IT THROUGH, BUT
tention in the world He wished to
92*lt
lish it In your good paper.
' street.
THAT A1UT OUR WAV! WE
record the number, which proves to
Ingraham tree, coat of arms, old
The Boys' and Girls' Club of Till
The reason for doing so is that I
James Shaw <ff Pittsfield passed the letters and historical and genealogi
TAKE OUR TIME AUD DO A GOOD
be the largest yet reported—1,466.395. son
Ave met Tuesday afternoon at
am interested in the Community weekend with his son. Eugene Shaw. cal data will be on display. The
JOB, SO OUR CUSTOMERS
_ their club room with 28 members
Chest.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Tibbetts mo(SOME
BACK
FOR
usual good things will be provided
The Rockland Lions will have a , present and one guest Miss Thelma
I am a poor man. but feel that tored Sunday to Boothbay Harbor, lo eat, and a happy' get-together,
T
MORE!
sweet time at their meeting tomor- i Whitehouse of the Providence Bible
there are some others who are worse
Mrs- Haywood and daughter. Miss with program, will feature the occa
BANGOR DAILY NEWS
row. if the power of suggestion holds school was the speaker and told the
off than I, poor and unable to work, D. Janice Haywood arrive Wednes sion.
good. The entertainment ls to be 1 children
■
KNOX COUNTY AMATEUR
a beautiful Bible story. Oos- I
day
from
Melrose.
Mass.,
to
soend
but I am poor and able to work.
presented by the Schraft Chocolate pel hymns were sung under the direc
92'It Frank H. Ingraham. Pres
a few weeks at Lake Megunticook.
To
show
my
sincerity,
there
is
en

Co. and motion pictures will be tion of Miss Blanche Sylvester. This
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Collemcr and
closed $2. which please turn over to
shown which will make the mouth week the speaker will be Rev. W. J.
TKAGCE-IIEYER FAMILIES
Miss Maude M. Thorndike motored
the proper authorities.
water.
The 19th annual 'reunion of the
Day of Winthrop. Mass. The ncwlySunday to Boothbay Harbor and
A Laborer.
Teague and Heyer Families will be
elected officers are: John Nystrom.
Bath.
St. James Parish of Thomaston president; Ercel Widdecomb, vice
held Tuesday. ,Aug. 10, at Maple
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
Edes
have
SPANISH VILLA, ROCKLAND
EVERYBODY ADMIRES
will join St. Bernard's of this city- president; Ernest iNystrom, secretary.
returned to Brewer after a visit Grange hall, North Waldoboro. All
today for the annual lawn party,
relatives
and
friends
are
cordially
in

with her sister. Mrs. Fred Lermond.
THURSDAY, AUGUST 5
"What an attractive house!"
weather permitting. Committee work
H. Gibson, Irving Johnson and vited to attend. No postponement
The Lincoln Lions Club is having a
"Why. yes, :it has prettily planted
ers of the Thomaston parish are: field day Thursday. The speakers, in
RESERVED
SEAT TICKETS I Individual Scats) ON SALE AT
Edith M. Carroll, Sec.
Irving Johnson Jr., have returned
window boxes.”
Mrs. George Gillchrest, Harriett Rob addition to Gov. (Barrows, will include
Lake Ave, Rockland.
92-94
to
Melrose.
Mass.,
after
spending
a
CORNER
DRUG STORE, ROCKLAND
"I wish I could make my boxes look
ertson. Leila Williams. Belle Cullen. George W. Dyer of Camden ahd Ed
few weeks at Lake Megunticook
as
blrlght
and
cheery."
Madallne Hanley. Agnes Hanley, mund F Longley of Waterville, both
Mrs. Mildred Pratt, Jerry Pratt
This conversation was overheard on | Miss
Genevieve Fry and Mrs. Edwin former governors of the 41st district.
Verna Bryant and Albert Tay
one
of
our
Rockland
street
corners
Lynch.
of Dexter were in town Sunday.
Lions International, and Dr. M. C.
yesterday. The secret for this win lorMr.
and Mrs. George Proctor of
Marsh of the Bangor-Brewer Club,
dow-ledge beauty box can be learned Methuen. Mass, have been visiting
Mike Armata, proprietor of The present district governor
“Dave"
from
Mrs.
J.
N.
Southard,
chairman
Men's Shop, will shortly move his Crockett, of the iCamden club, will be
friends In this community.
of Window Boxes for the Flower
business to the brick building on the song leader. —The Bucksport Lions
Miss Lillian Ryan of Belfast was
Show,
where,
at
the
Community
southern corner of Main and Park Club Ls sponsoring an Old Home Week
calling Sunday on friends here.
Building,
16
boxes
will
toe
displayed.
street. The structure is now beiflg at Bucksport during the week ending
Mr. and Mrs. Frank L. Kennedy
remodeled by the new owner. Carl Aug. 21. The main events of this af
are spending the week at their camp.
Nc Trespassing on the
married
Simmons, who will have an apart fair will be on the days of Aug. 19. 20
Journey's End. Coleman Pond.
Premises of
ment on the second floor. New Venti and BI. In order to give the press a
DE JONY-STEWART—At Rockland. July
Andrew Sides of Boston is passing
31. by Rev Charles E Brooks. Andor a week with his father. Mark Sides.
lation has been installed in Sira's general outline of what Is going on
MRS.
FRED YOUNG
de
Jony
of
Bellingham.
Mass
,
and
Miss
Sandwich Shop which uses the west during this week, the club is giving
Miss Lena M. Hall and Miss HarMarie I Stewart of Wrentham. Mass
VINALHAVEN, ME.
ern section of the street floor.
a supper at Jed Prouty Tavern Thurs WIGGIN-CLARK—At Rockland. July 31.
92-93
by Rev Charles E Brooks. Maynard H
day evening at 7' o'clock.
, Wlggln and Miss Ruth M. Clark, both
Figure your own prices at Burpee’s
ot Rockland.
Misses’ and Women's Sizes
this week on summer furniture.
Remarkable values in men's cloth
All methods of per
Just look at the regular price mark, ing and shoes, and women's footwear,
Ambulance
Service
DIED
manent waving. Only
Special at
subtract 25 percent and there you is offered at the Levi Seavey Clothing
the best In workman
SAVAGE—At Warren, July 30. Ezra I.
are. Just think of such a smashing Store, now “Lindsey’s," Watts Block,
Savage, aged 75 years. Interment in
ship, materials.
reduction with weeks of hot weather Thomaston.—adv.
Razorvllle.
ahead. Burpee Furniture Co., Rock
COLLAMORE- At Portland. July 23.
land.—adv.
Effie Belle, wife of Verge E. Collamore,
Special “5 cent sale" on Spar Var
Even
aged 49 years.
Values $3.95 and $5.95
AMBULANCE SERVICE
nish: Quart, $1.00; 2 quarts $1.(15;
our inexpen
HURLEY—At Rockland. Aug 2, Capt
DENTAL NOTICE!
One half gal. $2.00, two 1-2 gal. $2.05;
MORTICIANS
sive waves are
William P. Hurley, aged 91 years. 4
MAIL AND PHONE ORDERS FILLED
During Spring and Summer will gallon, $4.00; two gallons $4.05 This
months, 15 days. Funeral Wednesday
first class work.
at 2 o'clock from Summer street res
make appointments for Tuesdays and is your opportunity to buy for unAll prices.
idence.
Fridays. Notify In advance if possible, precedented low price; 2.000.000 extra
TELS. 390 AND 781-11
GLENDENNING
—
At
Rockland.
Aug.
2.
VOGUE BEAUTY SHOP
votes with each quart; 2.000.000 votes
TEL. 662
DR. J. H. DAMON, Dentist
William H. Glendennlng. aged 69
TEL. 11S3-W
361-365 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND1
84 PARK ST.
9 CLAREMONT ST. ROCKLAND
years. 9 months, 1 day.
Funeral
Over Newberry's 5c and 10c Store with each room lot of wall paper.
119-tiT
53-tf
Thursday at 2 o’clock from residence
98tf
fcl. 415-W,
Rockland, Me. Fdward Oonia. 469 Main St., Rock- 1
on Blrcn steer,
land.—adv,
joi-lt ‘

r
-O. 6. 7 819110
11 til 2113
5'16il7
♦- —k141
--- 1----L--- 1---20
27

Book Company's for repairs, are notified to im

TAKES MORE EGGS

TALK OF THE. TOWN

Careful buyers ask for New Value
American Gas—the best buy in “Regular”

AMERICAN GAS

MORE HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

kg#

1

'blue
coal9

ROCKLAND FUEL COMPANY

POULTRYMEN—DAIRYMEN!

BOXING TOURNAMENT

NOTICE!
ATTENTION
BLUEBERRY
PICKERS!

BURDELL’S DRESS SHOP

WEWOOD”

COTTON DRESSES

w5«;T)

BURPEE’S

$2.50 each

Russell Funeral Home

44-45&TM

READ THE COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS

A FULL MOON NOW
New Orleans, the Crescent
City, Has Become More
Than a Crescent
New Orleans gaily Celebrates Mardi
Gras as a great flood sweeps down
the Mississippi—secure in the knowl
edge that protective works make the
city safe. “Like the decorative iron
grillwork, delicate as paper lace on
a valentine, which is so admired on
the gates and balconies of the Vieux
Carre, or old French quarter, the
city is beautiful—but hard enough to
endure." says a bulletin from the
Washington. D. C., headquarters of
the (National Geographic Society.
"Threatened on three sides and
from beneath by water. New Orleans
has converted the menace into many
miles of busy waterfront," continues
the bulletin. "Although 107 miles up
the Mississippi from its mouth, the
city ls one of the important United

Ev«ry-OtKer-Daf
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A FINE STALLION

BUSY GAME FARM
'„

r

,,

,

„

VINALHAVEN

A band concert wiu
teld tonight
bWJ Tuesday at 7 o'clock at the band

czxrtn

Rockland Boy Has
Pheasants At Dry Mill—

" ° ’' D"’

Mr. and Mrs. Nellis H. Crouse and
Quail Experiments
I daughter (Helen of Ithaca. N. Y.. were
Maine's pheasant raising program 1
KUests of Mr- and Mrs N- Cook
is well underway, according to a re- ' Mr“and
Oeorge
and

port made by McNeil Brown, formerly of Rockland, who is superintendent j
of the State Game Farm at Dry Mills.
Six thousand birds ranging from
two to eight weeks old are already
ln the brooder house and rearing
fields and 2000 more will be hatched
in the big incubator in the near fu
ture. Of the 6000 already hatched,
half are in the rearing fields and the
remainder still in the brooder house.
All will be ready for liberation be
fore October and will be full-winged,
hardy birds in time for a short open
hunting season if it is decided to
lift the ban this year.
The 2000 birds which will later come
from incubator will. Brown said, be
ready for liberation the last of Octoi ber. although it is possible that some
of these may be held over until the
j Maine
,lng spring,
has had excellent success

BEAN CANNING
Maine Is Selected For Ex
periments In Developing
National Standard

I

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

Maine has been selected as experi
mental grounds for the development
of a national standard for canning
beans and research work is establlishing grades on this product is now
underway in plants at Livermore
Falls and Norway under the super
vision of Malcolm E. Smith of U.
S Bureau of Agricultural Economics
and George Chick of the Maine De
partment of Agriculture. Prelimi
nary work was carried on last year
and it is expected that a definite
program will be developed by the
close of this season. A sweet corn
standard is now established and one
for peas is well underway.
"We feel fortunate in having Maine
chosen for this work." stated Charles
M. White. State agricultural chief
of marketing, "and as soon as the
standard on beans is put Into opera
tion It will provide a premium for
those who raise a better grade prod
uct.”
White explained that the principal
object of this work is to assure the
public of the type of product being
purchased and to eliminate inferior
grades from being canned and sold
as the highest quality beans.
Last year research work on peas
was carried on in this State and is
now being continued in New York
State.
"Eventually
every
igricultural
product will be sold under a national
standard." said Mr. White, "and this
will be the finest movement in the
marketing of agricultural products
ever developed"

daughter and Mrs. Burroughs of
Whitinsville. Mass., were visitors Sunday of
and S?,r®'1,Leslie ®
Mr and Mrs.
Bemhard.
V ■
A varied experience has been
«r ,a“d Mr- Arthar Ber.'?.h^d ar’
■
rived Saturday at Camp Welikit at Royce Brier's, whose novel "Boy in
Shore Acres.
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Mrs. Saviah iNotole of Eastport is books of the year. He has been a
guest of her sister, Mrs. Llewellyn | newspaper man. has fished for dogThomas.
sharks on Puget Sound, wrapped
Late arrivals of The Moors are Miss packages in mail order house, driven
Eleanor Baldwin of Brookline, Mass a taxi, worked in a lumber mill and
and Mr and Mrs Richards, Delmar. iron works, in a garage and on a
N. Y.
This five-year-old registered Belranch.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur S. Pierce and
*ian stallion Ls B‘‘“ Bov No' nM5daughter Lorraine returned Sunday
Mr. Brier, accompanied by his wife.
owned bv Edward GrinnfU of APP'«to Lexington, Mass. Miss Patricia,
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Roosevelt.
They
were
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condition and is backed by some of
from
a
tour
of
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which
took
Young.
thf b«t individuals of the breed,
Mrs E H Andrews and daughters them to the Holy Land, Egypt and
»e was born at Thirstane Ranch,
returned Saturday from Cambridge. Greece, where they were especially
in the remains of earlier
States norts In shinning
Bar Harbor and is the only• registered
Mass., where they spent two weeks interested
btates
ports in snipping.
civilizations.
with
Mrs.
George
A
Morash
Belgian Stallion in Knox County
•»••
with its first experiment in the
Plagues Gave Name to the “Dead __ __________________________
Ned Littlefield returned Saturday
brooder system of raising pheasants,
In
his
new
romance.
"I Love You
to Wollaston, Mass. Mrs. Littlefield
Church”
feated Napoleon, and was later made only a very small percentage of the and son will remain in town for a Again.” Octavus Roy Cohen presents
birds having
been lost.-----------------Although un"The Civil War stopped river traf
. ... ,-------------=----------a startling and intriguing situation.
time.
_ for
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VERTICAL (Cont.)
An attractive young man awakens
Mr.
and
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Harold
Clark
and
square was called Place d Armes by | siderable feather picking in the
1-Project
57-Final
15- Short line bearing a
Miss Theresa McLain who were re- one morning to find himself in what
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brightness
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making
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even
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that
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has
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________________________________
way is 17 fet wider than famous Part of the Program To Save
(Solution to previous puzzle)
A White Duck Ball sponsored by I have t^n soid''m"a Danish news
Is steadily increasing and Brown is the Lions Club will be held Friday in paper
come famous often appears in her;
Champs Elysees in Paris.
fiction. The Satevepost kept her eac^ of the States appear not infre
confident
that
it
will
be
possible
to
Lobdter Industry, Says propagate these popular game ani Memorial hall. Proceeds will be used ’
"Canal Street, for all its commer
well informed wlith cold, printed re quently in the columns their far away ,
for Lions Club local charitable and
Simon & Schuster report that the jection slips. But—later when she d address tucked on at the end of the
mals in captivity. The two litters civic activities. Music by Bob Perci
cial superiority, puts pleasure before
Com’r Feyler
prove the fact Such kindraised this year, six in all, are ma val and eight-piece orchestra of Port French. Norwegian and Italian pub- , had her first novel printed and she , Pc*‘m
business when ‘mystic krewes’ of Mo
lication rights to Dale Carnegie's J sent some of those early stories back n5ss and Senerosity on the part of the;
turing
well,
and
give
promise
of
be

rans or Comus or Proteus begin to' The Department of Sea and Shore
"How to Win Friends and Influence ' for the fun of it without even as {e(Jitors is wbat makes a beginner feel |
coming robust bandtails before the land.
James McArthur and Miss Char People" have been contracted for. A much as the revision of a comma, the ilts worth w“ile to go on!
prepare for the century-old spree of j Fisheries have started buying "seed fall season. In addition to the six
the Mardi Gras. Then this un-typi- j lobsters from the fishermen and will kittens there are also 26 mature lotte Carey of Boston recently visited commentator remarks in this in- j Satevepost ate it up!
7”
Mr and Mrs. R. Mont Arey.
, .
... .
. . continue for "about a month Corn
• • . .
DUTCH NECK
will bee kept
eal American 'Main Street is packed mlssioner Rodney E P?vler. an. coons at the farm. All rnntlnn
the
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Burdeen and stance that “there are several coun------solid with fantastic parades and i nounces The same system as that
t“"U
sons of Boston are guests of Mr. and tries in Europe that could do with ' Have you noticed the improvement
some advice on the subject ofwin- , at the Southend since the trestles I Miss
June Sanford
of Allston.
masked revelers in Mediterranean in effect last year will be
d„™b< &spite the fact that these anl- Mrs. David Anderson.
ning friends, but it seems to a dis- have been removed? A fine view into ■ Mass.,and MissHarriet Clark of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Maurice
Kessler
and
abandon.
Q *l11J*1
°ii t h?
mals
be Umed w*Uy “early all
observer that some ofthem the harbor now for the residents of I Rochester. N. Y., spent several days
family are in Boston this week where interested
have been overdoing the business of Water and Ocean street. Only what recently at the Sanford summer
Vieux Carre Has Flavor of Its Own „partment
‘
‘
, .boat. will
... pick
. .. ..
patrol
them i of those at the farm have retained Prof. Kessler will be guest conductor influencing people.”
a lot of childhood memories cling home,
of the Boston Symphony Orchestra
"True haunt of this Gallic spirit up at regular intervals. After a slit
• • • •
to that trestle! How we all used to
xrianv
nnninai
-niA
1
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Ant
in
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iHantifinatinn
15
particularly
endent
in
the
two
lit
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Gross and
at
its
Sunday
concert.
is the Vieux Carre, the original 'Old is cut in their tails for identification ters of kittens and is believed to be
Word has come to Pilgrim House, walk it home from school late in the daughter Betty were guests Sunday
John
Lennox
of
Dorchester.
Mass.,
Rectangle' eleven blocks long and purposes they will be released on the an encouraging sign insofar as future
New
York
City,
that
Louis
Walinsky's
afternoon, our schoolbooks tucked of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Gross.
is -mest of his sisters. Mrs. Edward
beds from which they were first
play "Hiel Hitler!" has been offi-j under our arm chattering with one
five blocks deep, from which New taken.
propagation is concerned.
Greenleaf and Mrs Lawrence Ames.
Mrs. Celesta Winchenbaugh and
j another as though times would never
There has been some demand for
Orleans spread a thin crescent of civ
Miss Ebba Kellock of Rockland is cielly banned in Germany.
"This work is a part of our pro increasing
’ * * "
I change and the trestle would always Miss Ada Winchenbaugh called WedMaine's
raccoon
popula

visiting
her
aunt,
Mrs
Almond
Miller.
ilization along the river's big cure in gram to save the lobster industry.” tion by breeding in captivity although
One of the literary events of the | be there to remind us of the fun we unesday on friends in Augusta.
Bert Hall and Jack Fullerton went
the century after its founding in 1718. said Feyler. It Is believed that pro the new law limiting the season's Sundav to Detroit. Enroute they will season is the publication of The j had.
The Crockett farm has recently
• • • •
been sold to Prof Anthony Jobin of
Now’ the city has extended for twelve tection of the "seeders" doss much to kill to 20 per person is expected to visit Mr Hall's father Burton Hall Collected Poems of Sara Teasdale,
increase the supply and fishermen or
i wb’cb Macmillan will bring out In j How the grass is growing these Ann Arbor, Mich.
miles along the river’s 8-curve, and dealers who keep or seJ them ex result in a natural increase during in Hone
Uinion Church circle will meet
*? .a?any People i days! It takes you so many days to
Mrs. Fred Chute was a visitor
filled out into a full moon of 196 cept under this arrangement are 1 the next few years.
Thursday and serve a supper in the recognize Miss Teasdale’s work by { mow it. so many to trim it. and by Thursday in Gardiner.
square miles. But the Creole archi- 1 subject to a $50 fine and loss of li- j
first lines rather than by titles, a , that time you find it needs mowing
Miss Mabel Chase returned Satur
vestry at 5 30.
lecture and romantic traditions of cense,‘he
50 ®ma11
line index to the three hundred (again. Such is life!
day to Allston. Mass., after spending
Mr. and Mrs. Stewart Calderwood first
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.
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a three weeks' vacation with her par
the Vieux Carre give a distinctive ship on
fishermen to force them 1
of New York are visitors at Mr. and prepared
A sentence from the first, or one ents, Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Chase.
Mrs. Maurice Calderwood’s.
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con

George
Controversy Mr. and Mrs. James King and son
of the first stories I ever wrote:
Miss Mildred Ross and Miss Mary
apart from all other cities of the I the Department feels that it should
cerning the poems which she wished
“In less than no time the police Anderson of Rockland called on Mrs.
help them out." he said.
Takes Personal Turn With of North Attleboro. Mass., were re included, and the few poems she headed up the stairs and grabbing Ada
United States.
Wellman Sunday afternoon.
cent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Fred wished omitted—and the volume will
Last year nearly 60.000 pounds were
the Speckled Shadow who tried to
"Streets are narrow here, for the purchased and released. Previously
Mrs. Marion McClure and three
Charges Made
Geary.
be exactly as she herself planned it make escape, they said, “It's all over children have been at their home in
French who established this gate it had not been done for several
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Hennigar before her death. It will be arranged
for you. Bozo!''
Newton Mass., for a week.
made a visit Sunday at Mr and Mrs. chronologically, with poems from
Saint George, Aug. 2.
keeper of the Mississippi wanted years.
It
was
“horrifically''
titled
Mr. and Mrs. Astor Willey of MaAngus
Hennigar's.
Editor
of
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—
her seven volumes: since this ar- Speckled Shadow,
shade and comfort in a sub-tropical
and
thrilled
visited Sundav with Mr and
We desire to bring to the atten Mr and Mrs. Walter Black pnd rangement seems best suited to show- every Seventh Grader in the High domak
MY BOY
mT Norman Winchenbach
climate. Iron balconies hang airly
childreh
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of
(For The Courier-Gazette)
the Town of St. George the actual to visit Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Ingerson. a^'ric^'t^X
As”? ^^“d^d^uSter8"W
from second and third floor windows
Too many limes we hear It said.
for the lounging of ladies who avoided
situation
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connection
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and
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Sanborn
of
and attitudes which the
vears \™d.r»d
“ule.r ana oaugnter pnynis
In this swtlt, modern day,
years
1 wondered why Johnny didn’t get. u._
hts AAlor
spent Monday in Rockland.
"My boy may go to places where with the State Highway Commis Waterville were guests Sunday of Mr. brought
the damp ground floor. One house That.
History lessons.
Your girl must never stray."
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Nettie Taylor returned Sat
•
•
•
•
sion's refusal to expend ?ertain State and Mrs. L. W. Sanborn.
has a separate balcony for each up Why should the girl you love so weU
urday to Natick, Mass., after a visit
funds on any other item that the Departures from Bridgeside Satur
Prof. Esther C Dunn, of the De
To
you
more
precious
oe
I have read where
per window. Mellow pink, gray, or Than the darling boy that I have borne Wallston road.
with Mr. and Mrs W. F. Chase.
day were: Mrs J. H Perry, Mrs. partment of English. Smith College,
Eugene O'Neill
has
roughly
Can ever be to me?
yellow plaster is crumbling from
Miss Laura Barter is visiting her
Since the special town meeting Gladys Richards. Morgan Richards has signed a contract with the Mac
sketched in a notebook 30 plays to aunt Mrs. Ray Winchenbach.
whleh was held June 24. 1937, a dead of Utica. N. Y„ Mrs. May Armbrust, millan Company for a book on Shake come.
some of the brick houses.
Again we hear too often now.
Mrs. Beatrice Chase has employ^
lock has existed due to the insistence son James and daughter Grace to speare in America, which will show
" 'Tls smart for my boy to drink.”
“Famous names haunt the Vieux
Faith Baldwin wrote her novel
Do you not think of the bitter depths
of Alfred Hocking, chairman of the Pittsburgh. Pa
Late arrivals at the American attitude toward Shake "That Man Is Mine" without revision ment at the Paragon button factory
Carre. General Beauregard's home at
To which a boy can sink?
in Waldoboro.
Republican committee in St. George, Bridgeside are: Rachel A. Bigger, M speare in the last three centuries— on her first draft.
think your pain could be more
934 Royal Street, Audubon’s poverty- Do you
Mrs. W. F. Chase, Mrs. Clihton
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mine could be. should I see my wishes.
ley Park. Pa ; C. Evelyn Beatty. it will reveal much about past con serial in Liberty Magazine, is the Rockland visitors Wednesday.
Street, Adelina Patti’s Court at 631 Than boy
The chairman of the Republican Pittsburgh. Pa ; Mary H Harrah. ditions In America.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Wilson and
In the gutter of drunken shame?
wife of Rupert Hughes in private son Robie of Wellesley, Mass., are at
Royal Street are no more popular
• • • •
Committee in St. George has shown Fort Wayne, Ind.
life.
than the spots associate with George Is It right to think my tarnished boy
so much interest in the Wallston
Queen Wilhelmlna of the Nether
the Sanford summer home for a
Royal Brown has two hobbies— short
It It fit to woo and win
lands has conferred upon Hendrik
stay.
road that he has appeared before the
Washington Cable's fictitious charac
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State Highway Commission on at will do the other part of the work. Van Loon the order of Orange Nas skiing and outboard motor boats.
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ters—‘Madame John's Legacy' at When his soul ls steeped in sin?
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Therese Shuman.
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tesan
well
drilled
at
his
home.
WHITE VELLUM
Way For Tomorrw." and “The Em
Mr. and Mrs. Erville Kelsey and
Monarch Size
Street. The 'Haunted House' bears You want your girl to be clean and good. pears likewise to have influenced of necessity come from the excise field of literature. Mr. Van Loon's perors Candlesticks" are being hailed
Unsullied with taint of fhame;
newest book, “The Arts.” which is the
75 sheets 7!(Xl0'j
the stigma of mistreating slaves, and You want her pure as a gift from God; County Commissioner Hopkins, so tax, which should be used to reduce story of painting, sculpture, archi as the best pictures of the year thus two daughters returned Friday to
that the gentleman Is In accord with our already outstanding indebtedness.
Watertown, Mass.
I would have my boy the same.
50 envelopes 4x7'/j
far.
the pid Absinthe House has an un I would
The public spirit displayed by tecture and music, as well as all the
have him grow to be strong and him; and has remarked, for instance,
• • • •
Your name and address on paper
broken tradition for distinctive re
true.
as we are informed, that “tarring the this anonymous individual is in sharp so-called minor arts, will be published
TENANT’S HARBOR
Speaking of “Captains Courageous"
and envelopes printed in Blue,
Unsolled by sin's mad whirl.
Port Clyde end of the road would contrast to the spirit displayed by the in September by Simon & Schuster. reminds
freshments. Internationally famous Then
me of an item broadcast over
Into his keeping I would trust
• • • •
Black. Green or Brown ink.
chairman
of
the
Republican
Commit

be
useless
as
there
is
insufficient
8ome mother's spotless girl.
restaurants and coffe houses and
the air this week by Lowell Thomas,
Remarkable values in men's clothe
traffic to hold the tar in place.”
tee, who has so little interest in the The Countryman Press (Farrar & concerning Freddy Bartholomew. It
Only $1.25 postpaid
studios have turned the Vieux Carre I want my boy to be clean of heart.
Mr. Hopkins has further stated Town or in his fellow townsmen that Rinehart) announce the publication seemed most of FYeddie’s salary went ing and shoes, and women's footwear,
is offered at the Levi Seavey Clothing
into a Greenwich Village of artists His body, mind and soul;
of "The Country Series"—new books
he
is
content
to
allow
our
roads
to
we
understand,
that
it
would
be
sen

His eyes ever fixed on the highest peak
to the government for taxes, etc.,
now "Lindsey's," Watts Block,
sible to use State and Town funds suffer from lack of the necessary that intensify joy. the understanding and his aunt asked the studios Store,
and bon vivants.
Of heaven as his goal.
Thomaston.—adv.
and
the
values
of
life
in
the
country,
tarring,
and
also
to
tie
up
funds
M.CB.
want his heart to be free from careto complete the unfinished sections of
"Heart of the old section is Jackson I His
(MG.M.) to raise Freddie's pay. The
life brim full of fun;
the Clark Island and Port Clyde which if expended in road work and give you useful, practical infor studios refused and In Freddie's place
Square, named after American occu But I want on bondage of vain regrets, roads, to correct the defective work would give much employment.
mation as well.
“The Country
When at last his youth is done
cast another boy in what was to be
JK.
pation, for the famed hero who de
on Turkey Cove Hill, to tar the Clark
During the course of an interview, Cook Book" by Cora, Rose and Bob Bartholomew's next vehicle. So now
Margaret Elwell.
Spruce
Head.
Brown,
which
shows
that
gourmets,
Island road and then to apply any re we are told. Mr. Hopkins stated in
feated in 1815 the men who had deFreddie, a little actor if ever there
maining funds to the Wallston road. effect that “Mr. Alfred Hocking is who have for generations scorned was one, is out of a job.
This we feel would be good business undoubtedly responsible for the State American cooking as barbaric and
• • • •
and in keeping with the vote of the Highway Commission's refusal to al outlandish, are looking with respect
Perhaps
you
won't like it but
Town to complete unfinished roads low the expenditure of State Aid today to the American country wo here’s a rather charming little piece
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND STBT. CO.
man, who, in her versatility, has I came across the other day. It
before
commencing
new
construc

funds
on
either
the
Clark
Island
or
O matter how much your
SERVICE TO: VINALHAVEN, NORTH HAVEN, STONINGTON,
dared to do things with the wealth seemed to hit me where I live for
back aches and your nervew
tion. However, we hear on good au the Port Clyde road at this time.
ISLE AU HAUT, SWAN’S ISLAND AND FRENCHBORO
scream, your husband, because he
thority, that Mr. Hopkins stated that
As Mr. Hocking is not a town of of native American garden truck, some reason. It is called “Mask"
(Subject To Change Without Notice)
is
only
a man, can never under
such a compromise could be made ficer and has no other official ca game, livestock, dairy products, cer- and is written by Margaret Ann Kel
(Eastern Standard Time)
stand why you are’ so hard to live
only with the consent of Mr. Hock pacity which would authorize him to reals and fruits at her command. The ler:
with one week in every month.
SWAN'S ISLAND LINE—STEAMER NORTH HAVEN
ing. It is clear that at the present act for the Town of St, George, we Browns have lived on farms all over
Too often the honeymoon ex
affective June 21st to September 15th Inclusive
heart I am a stricken thing.
press is wrecked by the nagging
time Mr. Hocking does not so con feel as citizens and taxpayers, that the land, have cooked, gathered, AtYou
would
not
think
so.
would
you?
—
tongue of a three-quarter wife. The
Read Down
sent.
the exercise of his peculiar influence preserved and bottled every indigen And if you looked for such deceit
LINETTE SUPERFINE
wise woman never lets her husband
Daily Ex- Sunday
Daily Ex- Sunday
In other words, Mr. Hocking is so with the Highway Commission is ous food and juice with their own
You could not And it. could you?
know
by outward sign that she is
cept Sunday Only
White Writing
cept Sunday Only
hands
from
egg
tomatoes
to
chin

desirous of having the Wallston entirely unwarranted and completely
a victim of periodic pain.
A.M. P.M. P.M.
A.M. P.M. A.M.
48 folded sheets 4-y.x7%
quapins, from green corn to corn I have clothed my heart in mirth
For three generations one woman
road
constructed
that
he
would
not
un-American
in
principle,
in
that
It
With
brilliant
colors
flying:
Ar. 11.55 7.00 5.35
4.30 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND,
has told another how to go "smil
36 envelopes 4x5(4
only override the vote of the citi disregards the will and vote of the liauor. “The Country Dance Book." Yet down inside my funny heart
ing through" with Lydia E. PinkAr. 10.55 6.00 4.35
5.40 3.30 9.10 Lv. NORTH HAVEN,
by Beth Tolman and Ralph Page,
A little child ls crying!
Your
name
and address printed
zens
of
the
Town
but,
as
it
appears,
majority.
hani's
Vegetable
Compound.
It
Ar. 9.50 5.00 3.25
6.50 4.40 10.20 Lv. STONINGTON,
• • • •
on sheets and envelopes or mono
would even let private individuals re
Albert J. Smalley, is the first comprehensive book on
helps Nature tono up the system,
S.15
Lv. 8.45
J.50
11.30 Ar. SWAN’S ISLAND,
the
old-fashioned
country
dances,
thus lessening the discomforts from
gram on paper, address on enve
pair the roads rather than have the
And speaking of poetry. I’d like
Forrest A. Wall,
Read UP
the . functional disorders which
lopes. Blue, black, brown, green
public funds applied to uses other
George X. Bernier, now more popular than ever. “The to say something else. The editors
women must endure In the threo
VINAI.HAVEN LINE—STEAMER W. S. WHITE
Country
Craft
Book"
by
Rudolph
W.
ink.
than those which he personally ap
of this paper may close their ears and
Edwin B. Holt.
ordeals of life: 1. Turning from
Daily Ex- Sunday
Daily Ex- Sunday
Johnston, is for people who. living eyes if they want to. Probably no
proves. For we have been informed,
girlhood to womanhood. 2. Pre
$1.25 postpaid
cept Sunday Only
cept Sunday Only
paring for motherhood. 3. Ap
presumably on good authority, that a Department of Commerce statistics or sojourning in the country, want other paper In the New England
A.M.
P.M.
P.M.
AM. P-M. A.M.
proaching "middle age."
private citizen, whose name has not show that the United States imported to do things with their own hands, States' gives more welcome to new
5 00 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND,
Ar. 9.45 5.30 5.30
'Don’t Iw a throe-quarter wife,
been disclosed, is willing and ready nearly six million gallons of cod liver and yet do not care to become pro writers from anywhere who have
take LYDIA E PINK HAMS
6.15 3.30 9.15 Ar. VINALHAVEN,
Ev. 8.30 4.15 4.15
fessional carpenters, masons, black something to say in their poetry, than
to
either
tar
or
resurface
the
Clark
oil
last
year,
the
largest
amount
im

VEGETABLE COMPOUND and
88-T-S-tf
smiths or potters.
• The Courier-Gazette, Writers from * "ttmiUog Throu|U".
Island road providing that the Town ported to any single year.
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FRIENDSHIP

sons Clinton and John went Sunday ] Long Island, returned Sunday to
to their home in Dedham, Mass, fol- Wollaston, Mass
lowing a vacation passed at Martin's j Mr. and Mrs. Walter Barnes and
Point.
[family of Massachusetts made a call
..
. ,,
_ . ,,
: Saturday on the Shapiros at the 1
Mr. and Mrs. Randall Cline who
Martins Po,nt
are spending a vacation at Spruce Luther w8otton and Llewellyn
Head, accompanied by Mrs. Pranclna ou
motored Sund
t0
Bennett, w-ere recent guests of Clyde
,
..Montpeller."
Brown and Chester Brown.
, Mrs Letha Simmons of Jamaica
Mrs. William J. Sherrifl and Plain, Mass., is passing the summer
daughter. Louise of Wollaston. Mass., with her daughter, Mrs. Melvin
are visiting Mrs. Sherriffs parents, Lawry.
Mr. and Mrs. Putnam who were at
Capt. and Mrs. Melvin Lawry.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Miller and their Martin's Point home for a few
daughter Marylyn of Thomaston days, have returned to Massachu
were callers Wednesday evening at setts.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Wotton of
the Oliver home.
I Lynn, Mass., were weekend visitors
Mrs. Thomas Sanderson of Wol at Mrs. Blanche Wallace's and Mr.
laston, Mass., passed the weekend and Mrs. Walter Wotton’s.
with her parents, Capt. and Mrs.
Leroy Simmons of Round Pond
Melvin Lawry.
and daughter, Mrs. Robert Foster
Miss Shirley Raynor who has been and son Robert of Portland were
visiting Mary Simmons and Letha guests Sunday of Mrs. Letha Sim
Llmmons at the Sunshine cottage on mons.

I. Shapiro and daughter Ruth and
Miss Thelma Fein, who was at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Hans Heistad son, Justin, who are at the Barnes
for two weeks, has returned to Phila cottage, Martin's Point, motored Sun
delphia.
day to Skowhegan for a visit with
Mrs. Edward Skinner was called to friends.
New Rochelle, N. Y., Saturday by the
A review from the columns of this paper of some of the happenings
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Lawry and
serious illness of Mr. Skinner.
which interested Rockland and vicinity in July, 1912.
family who vacationed at Martin's
Miss Grace Zoppina is a patient Point during July returned Sunday
--------------------------- 4 at Community Hospital, suffering to Melrose, Mass.
from an infection in her face.
Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Condon were
Frank M. Tibbetts received a gen Portland and Leila E. Miller of
Mrs. Mary Louse Bok has returned supper hosts Saturday to Mrs. Lydia
erous check from the Lubln Film Co. Thomaston.
Warren, July 13, Isaac B Hooper to "Nimaha.” Beachamp Point, after Condon and daughter, Mrs. Frank
in return for a photoplay. "The Doc of Martinsville and Miss Dorothy E. a brief trip to New York.
Foster of Tennessee, Mr. and Mrs.
tor’s Debt" which he wrote.
Miss Margaret MacDonald, who Stanley Lawry of Melrose, Mass.,
Gould of Warren.
North Haven, July 16, Seward H. has been a patient at Community Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Lawry of
William Flanagan suffered a
broken arm when he ran in front of Rathbun and Miss Hope Willis, both Hospital, is recuperating at the home Dedham, Mass., Mrs. Oram Lawry
of Washington, D. C.
of her mother, Mrs. Cornelia Mac and daughter, Dorothy of Rockland
an automobile.
Vinalhaven. July 13. Ezekiel Ames Donald. Camden road, before return and Capt. and Mrs. Melvin Lawry.
Road Commissioner Albert Wins and Mrs. M. Boardman of Salem. ing to her duties in the home of Dr.
John R. Simmons of New York is
low inspected Portland streets as the Mass.
and Mrs. C. H. Jameson in Camden. occupying his home here for the sea
Camden,
July
13.
L
Kennlston
guest of Contractor D. F. Griffin.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Pierson, daugh son.
Everett L. Spear & Co. had the Blackington and Iris White.
ters Mildred and Mary and son Don
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Lawry and
Waldoboro, July 13, Levi Parsons ald of Waterbury, Conn., arrived Sat
contract for building a house at Glen
and Mrs. Sadie E. Howe
Cove for R H House.
urday to spend two weeks with Mrs.
Waldoboro, July 20, George H. Pierson's mother, Mrs. Annie J. Gar
Fred T. Veazie and Arthur Black
man bought the Veazie hardware Vose and Mrs. Izzie D. Mank.
diner,
Stonington, July 14, John A. Doug
store.
Mr and Mrs. Walter»Philbrook and
lass
and
Grace
E.
Dow,
both
of
Deer
C. E. Bicknell had the contract for
children Dorothy, Carolyn and Alice
Isle.
laying a marble floor at the Post
Bangqr July 27, Fred E. Piper of of Whitinsville, Mass., are visiting
office.
Boston
and Miss Hazel Houghton of Miss Helen Small.
George F. Crocker Joined the forest
Herbert Coates, while employed at
Bangor.
fire patrol in Northern Maine.
Rockland, July 30, Clarence B his duties Saturday on the C. W.
Battleship Wyoming made 22 knots
Henry estate, Beauchamp Point fell
Huntley and Ida M. Heckbert.
on the Rockland course.
Gray, the Rockport pond lily king J Rockland, July 27. Robert Johnston on the railway and striking on his
back, injured his spine. He was
| and Mrs. Lucy Elwell.
had been on the street 30 seasons.
Deer Isle, July 21. Ray T. Lowe and , taken to his home on Limerock
Dr. and Mrs. Thomas L. McBeath,
[ street, by Alvah Greenlaw, careosteopaths, began the practice of i Leah F. Spofford.
! taker at the estate, and a doctor was
their profession.
summoned He will be confined to
The Knox County Board of Un
These births were recorded:
his home for sometime as a result.
derwriters elected these officers:
Rockland. June 28, to Mr. and Mrs
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Cook and Mrs.
George E. Allen Camden, president;
Stanley Payson were called to New
A S. Baker. Rockland, vice presi Charles H. Cables, a son.
Warren. June 24, to Mr. and Mrs. York Saturday because of the con
dent; H. O. Ourdy Rockland, secre
dition of their brother. Stanley Rob
tary; H. N. McDougall, Rockland 1 Clarence Telman, a son
’
Rockland, July 3, to Mr and Mrs bins, who was about to undergo an
treasurer.
operation for tumor on the brain.
Rockland reported an Influx of
Union, July 2. to Mr. and Mrs
Mrs. Nancy Turner. Mrs. Fred Ken
hand organs and monkeys.
Fire at Newtown Creek. N. Y. de Ezra Savage, Jr., a daughter, Caro ney. and son Vernon are at their
.
heme after spending two weeks in
stroyed a storehouse containing line Colby.
Warren June 11, to Mr. and Mrs. Prospect.
10,000 barrels of lime, damaged barge
No. 4 rnTpartly“desuo^dBIhe“coal Har9ld B°,8gS, a daught"
, „
Miss Helen Taylor of Union is
’
pockets of *the •'coal company.
One 1 Rockland. June 30, to Mr. and Mrs staying for a few days at the home
Leonard
Sullivan,
a
son.
third of the $300,000 loss fell upon
Rockland. July 18, to Mr. and Mrs. of Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Robbins.
the Rockland & Rockport Lime Co.
Miss Marjorie O'Donnell recently
Franklin Tolman who served in Raymond B. Healey, a daughter
July 14. to Mr. and Mrs. entertained a few friends at the
the Second Maine Battery, died at I J. Rockland,
E. Maguire a daughter—Maggie Thorndike camp, Megunticook Lake i
Rockland Highlands, aged 77
in honor of her 11th birthday. Her [
I May Dora.
Francis G. Hunter bought the
Rockport. July 17, to Mr and Mrs. guests were: Joyce DeLanoy of New
Spencer Drake house at The High i Albert Crockett, a son—Maynard York and Lake Megunticook. Patricia
lands.
Wall. Rita Cash. Arlene Butler and
The double tenement at the corner 1 Leroy.
Rockland. July 23. to Mr. and Mrs Joan Thurston. A beautifully deco
of Brick and Portland streets, occu J Alvra W. Gregory, a son
rated birthday cake was the center
pied by Maynard Willis, collapsed.
Rockland. July 22. to Mr. and Mrs of attraction for the tots at the re
A. K. Willis. Maynards father, who Ernest Lindsey, a son.
freshment hour, and the time was
was totally blind, had a narrow
Warren. July 16, to Mr. and Mrs. spent with games and swimming.
escape. The Willises were hunting Wilbert Spear, a daughter.
Miss Marjorie was generously refor a new rent when the accident
Rockland. July 19, to Mr. and Mrs.
Carleton Erickson, young son of
occurred.
1 Raymond Staples, a son.
membered with gifts.
Daniel Munro bought the HatchRockland, July 18, to Mr. and Mrs
Haskell house on Limerock street.
Harold Cummings, a daughter—Lela
Injured by Dynamite
Mrs. William M, Laughlin sold her May.
house on Granite street to George I Vassalboro July 18. to Mr. and Mr and Mrs. John Erickson of Rus
sell avenue is a patient at Commun
A. Achorn.
j Mrs. B. H. Cates, a daughter.
ity Hospital where he was rushed
Dorr J. Stryker, manager of the
Rockland. July 21, to Mr. and Mrs. Saturday morning as a result of in
local district of the Standard Oil Co. , Walter Dodge, a son.
for 19 years, was assigned to the Bos J Thomaston. July 23, to Mr. and juries to his hand.
While at play near the lime core
ton auditing department.
Mrs. Alton E. Foster, a son.
dump on High street he discovered a
There were 56 boys at Medomak
Stonington. July 10. to Mr. and dynamite cap which had been left
Camp. Washington.
Mrs. Modesto Bartlett a son.
from recent blasting, and look it
Mrs. Mattie Maddocks was ap
Washington. July 26. to Mr. and
pointed postmaster at Owl’s Head. | Mrs. James Fitch, a son and daugh home. Holding it in his left hand
and picking at It with his right, the
A bullet crashed through one of the ter.
cap exploded, badly mangling his
windows at Judge E. C. Pavson’s
Spruce Head. July 28. to Mr. and fingers.
house on Granite street, lodging in Mrs. Amley Wiley, a daughter.
It is feared he will lose the thumb
a taboret. Work of boys shooting
Deer Isle. July 22. to Mr. and Mrs. and forefinger on the left hand
carelessly.
W P. Gray, a daughter.
Powder also filled his face and chest.
Otis Lewis returned
Spruce
Head. — io
to Mr. ana
and Mrs
rnnoHo
.u. ,, ...from
---- ” a tour of
opruce neaa
Charles Mickley. a member of the
where he . . e.Maritlfne ^'ovlnces i Stanley Simmons, a daughter—Ruth
summer colony in that vicinity rend
where he had been astonishing the [ chirlPv
natives with his skill
-1-i" ------- oniney.
ered first aid ana then rushed Carle
as a- snare
drummer.
ton to the hospital.
James B. Speed, Kentucky mil
The body of Capt. James W. Balionaire, died at the Samoset Hotel lano who was shot and killed by the
WALDOBORO
The Rockland & Rockport Lime steward of his vessel, the schooner
Co. was about to .erect a steel coal Margaret Thomas, while at Port de
Jack Hemingway has returned .
discharging tower on the Perry France. Martinique, was brought to
from Lakeville, Conn., and Mont
wharf.
Port Clyde and funeral services were pelier, Vt.
Edward Gonia sold his house on held in the Baptist chapel.
Mrs. Emily Hazlewood and Miss
Linden street to Capt E. W Freeman. The new bathhouse at Lily Pond,
Ginn's Point was opened to the Rockport was opened to the public. Ethel Hazlewood. who were recent [
public with a concert by the Bvys' Reuel Robinson was elected presi- guests of Mrs Mary G. Elkins, have
returned to Massachusetts.
Band.
ident and treasurer of the Camden
Dr. and Mrs. A. H. Hammond of 1
The marriages for this period!
Co' . . ..
Montclair, N. J., are occupying the
were:
| Lightning struck the residence of Crosby Waltz house for the month of
Sanford, July 8. Howard E. Perkins [ Capt, William J. Lermond in Thom- August. Mrs. Waltz returned Satur
of Sanford and Eva M. Kalloch. for- aston doing damage in several day to Wollaston. Mass.
merly of Thomaston.
rooms.
Mrs. Mary Wade is on a trip to
Rockland. July 8, George A. King The Camden Lumber Co. was the Gaspe Peninsula, accompanying
and Mrs. Mina E. Harvey.
[building a bath house at Lily Pond. Mr. and Mrs. Fred Tucker and Fred
Rockland, July 3. Edwin E. Mills of Rockport for the Y M.C.A.
Tucker Jr. who are her guests.
Hope and Gladys M. Fuller of Union. [ Lightning struck Oscar Philbrook's
Miss Grace Storer. who has been
Weymouth, Mass.. June 26. Harry (barn at Oyster River, setting the hay visiting Mrs. Isabelle Boothby and
E Bearce and Lotta C. Wardwell, afire and killing a horse.
Charles Lilly, has returned to New
Jonas A. Brown, 59. died at Owl's York.
formerly of Rockland.
Portland. July 6 Howard Searls of Head.
Miss Marcia Blaney has returned
from Framingham. Mass.
W. P Creamer of Boston. Mrs.
Minnie Cushman of Damariscotta,
and Mrs Frank Coombs of Damari
scotta Mills have been guests of Mrs.
A. E. Boggs.
Mrs. James Castner recently visited
Mr. and Mrs. K. L. Deymore In
South Freeport.
Mr and Mrs. Stuart Hancock and
Miss Marion Hancock are guests at
Glenhurst. Stuart Hemingway has
also joined his family there.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Bailey, who
hae been passing two weeks with Mr.
POLAND
and Mrs. J. T. Gay. returned SaturSPRING
dawy to Philadelphia.
HOUSE
A delightful surprise party was
given recently to Miss Ruth Clark,
retiring county leader of Knox and
Lincoln County 4-H Clubs at the
home of the local leader. Mrs. Celia
Oldis. This was In honor of her ap
proaching marriage and the table
decorations were charming and in
You will enjoy a wonderful holiday with every comfort and ideal
keeping with the occasion. The new
facilities for outdoor sport and pastimes
club agent. Miss Lucinda Rich was
also a guest and the members at
tending were Alfreda Ellis. Beverly
Richards. Isabelle Kaler. Lois Hilton.
Open until October 5th.
Open until November 2d
Grace Castner and Maxine Achorn.
Private Golf Course—18 Holes
First Tee and Eighteenth Green directly in front of hotel
Remarkable values in men's cloth
Swimming. Fishing. Upland Shooting. Partridge and Woodcock.
ing and shoes, and women's footwear.
Tennis. Saddle Horses, Canoeing, Orchestra
Is offered at the Levi Seavey Clothing
Concerts twice daily. Dancing.
Store, now "Lindsey’s,'' Watts Block,
This Holpoint electric water heater
HOME OF POLAND WATER
Thomaston—adv.
is entirely automatic — works hy
itself, eontrols itself — connect it
DF.ER INLAND BRIDGE
(For The Courier-Gazette)
and forget it!
I stood on the bridge at noon-day.
and

25 YEARS AGO

Page Five

Delicious and Convenient

SALADfi
TEA-BAGS
An old French lawyer, writing of
an estate he had Just bought, added:
There is a chapel upon it in which
my wife and I wish to be buried, "if
God spares our lives ''

Alaska's economic contribution to
the United States has been $2,500,000
a year in furs, minerals and fish since
this country bought the territory for
$7,200,000.

j

WATER HEATER
SALE

I

1

For a limited time only

-r\

POLAND SPRING, MAINE
POLAND SPRING HOUSE

MANSION HOUSE

WEEK
(Payable Monthly)

BUYS AN ELECTRIC
WATER HEATER . . .
This means:
A constant supply of clean

1

you turn the faucet, with

water

liot

no

Poland Spring Ginger Ale
(Dry and Golden)
MADE FROM THE WORLD FAMOUS

"Ain’t It a beaut?" said Jamesy,
"You said It" was my reply:
"As builder of Island bridges,
Your limit ls the sky."

POLAND WATER

Me n Brann are boosters.
As bluffers we're surely grand.
And the way the Islanders swallowed it.
Certainly beat the band."

Assuring Quality Beyond Comparison

HIRAM RICKER & SONS, Inc.
SOUTH POLAND, ME.
Natural

90tf

Ginger Ale

I stood on the bridge at midnight.
On August the thirty-first.
Just wondering If work would be started
•On Wednesday. September first?

Somervjjle, Mass.

—The Bridge Pate.

There are hut 300 electric water
heaters at these low prices and
terms. Come in us soon as you
can. When they’re gone, we can
get no more at these low prices a nJ
terms.

$

time

attention whatever.

cost

all

of

electricity

used in your home because the installation of this
electric water heater earns

the

lowest rate of

1* per KWH

Poland Club Soda

As the boats were passing under;
And who was It stood beside me?
Why. the Hon. James, by thunder!

every

rare bargain in a rising market. There will he
a price advance in these water healers in Septendier.
You will lower the average

PER
PER KWH

PER KWH

FIRST 25 KWH

PER KWH

NEXT 50 KWH

ALL THE REST

CENT
POWE

■

KWH

WATER HEATING
FOR ALL OVER 200 KWH

SLIDING SCALE BASIS IS
TSE CENTBAL MAINE AECION

AI ME

"OMPAMY

41$

Every-Other-Day
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Winthrop where he will be enrolled ( weeks with his mother, Mrs. Clara [Stamford, Conn., who are summerat the YJJ.C.A. Camp for two weeks. Mathews, went Thursday to their i ing in Litchfield, spent the weekend 1
Misses Nancy Lunt and Frances home in New Cum oerland. Penn.
with Mr. and Mrs. Ellis C. Young
Advertisements In this column not to* j
I Uli D/bLaEi
Mrs. Addle Keller of Boothbay Lunt. who spent seven weeks with
PY.PPri
exceed thrpp
three lines Inserted once for 25 L
Fifteen
members
of
the
Garden
1
ar>d Miss Emily Young.
Harbor is visiting Mrs. Ella Hopkins. their grandmother. Mrs. Mary Gary
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
Miss Mina B. Eaton and Miss Mil- |
tional lines five cents each for one time » NICE COLLIE PUPS for sale: Males
Mr. and Mrs. Weston Petrie and of Boston, at a cottage in Antrim. Club were entertained Thursday at
the home of Mrs. Charles E. Shorey, dred L. Cole of Wakefield, Mass, re
10 cents for three times. Six small words |ft; females $2; 4 A- eks olds. Tan with
daughter, Miss Dorothy, of South
white collars and white markings. AL
N
H..
returned
home
Friday,
their
i
During
the
business
meeting
a
report
to a line.
cently
visited
Capt.
and
Mrs.
I.
E
I
Fortland. were guests Sunday of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Lunt , 0{ the annual meeting of the State
BERT SHERMAN. Appleton. Me.. Tel.
7-41 W. A
90*92
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lawrencce and Mrs. Laurence Perry, motoring l Federated Garden Clubs was given Archibald.
Although
she
had
Fred Jealous, who with William
Hahn.
WHEEL CHAIR, for sale; cost $28. will
there for them.
! by Mrs. William T. Flint. The name Young, -of Concord, N. H. has been ‘
appeared in but two
sell for $12. MRS HERMAN YOUNG.
Mr. and Mrs. George Creighton
Virgil Hoffses returned Saturday of Mrs. John Creighton, of Ashburn- on a five weeks' motor trip, has re
It P I). Vlnalhaven
92*94
and sons, James and Everett, of East
previous screen dra
“Hobar” coffee grinder. Va
horse
Milton, Mass , arrived Saturday to to Portland after spending a few ham Mass, and Thomaston, has been [ turned home. During their trip thev
mas, Joan Fontaine
pow:r
motor,
for
sale
or
trade
for
some

visit Capt. and Mrs. James E. Creigh- Jays y^h Mr. and Mrs. William R. added to the list of new members. , visited nearly very p»atr in the Union
NEWFOUNDLAND dog.lost. Black with thing of value. ELMER ALLEN. Ten
is given starring hon
The
program
included
a
practical
_
Hoffses.
|
and
also
went
into
Canada,
their
ton, and Mr. and Mrs. N. F. Andrews
92*94
white chest Year old. Rewxrd. PARK ant’s Harbor.
ors with Preston Fos
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Harriman of demonstration on “Edgings for Bor- j mileage ’oeing’ lPKX) mites
ER McKELLAR. Warren, Tel. 40-3.
during this month.
ANGORA male kittens, for sale. buff,
ders;"
a
poem.
"An
Ode
To
a
Weed"
'
91*93
Conn.,
who
are
|
West
Hartford
ter
in
"You
Can
’
t
blue and black. TEL. Warren 10-6
Miss Mabel Smart of South Port
Mrs. Wesson Hawes and son Doug
92-94
land and Harry Morse, of Portland, spending the summer at Lake Ma- j
,Ed’J’aS? *"tl’ony' _,read by Mrs' las of Montclair. N. J., arrived Sun
BUNCH of keys, lost, with nameplate.
Beat Love." She is
Richard
O.
Elliot;
and
a
discussion
FOUR-WHEEL Trailer, for sale, large
Reward Return to C. H. CUTHBERTvisited Sunday with Mr, and Mrs. ranacook in Winthrop, parsed the
day
to
visit
Mrs.
H
Nelson
Keene
at
said to be THE
SON. Moor Drug Store.
02*It rack body. 6x16 Suitable for furniture or
, weekend with her father. Frank H. of favorite flower catalogs. The next her summer home on Main street
Nicholas J. Anzalone
farm use
Apply at FRED BLACKscreen “find" cf
Mr and Mrs. Raymond E. Smith of Jordan, and sister. Miss Margaret I “^”8 will be Aug^ 12 at the LevenSUEDE JACKET taken by mistake Sat INGTON'S, Wald<3 Ave
Miss
Annette
8mith
of
Lebahon.
92*94
saler house. 9 Knox street.
urday night, near Spruce Head dance
cent years.
Attleboro, Mass., are at Mr. and Mrs. ' Jordan.
N H. passed the weekend with Mr
_returned,
____________
_______ _______
8PECIAL— I have a show case and
hall;
If
no
questions
asked
Mrs. Lyle W. Torrey and children, and Mrs. Lionel F Jealous.
William T. Smith's for a few days.
Will ex
Mrs. T W. Pease who has been
Reward. Return”to THE "cOURIER-GA-| want a sma11 cash reglster
They were accompanied by Mrs E. E. guest of Mrs. Phoebe H Starrett for Phyllis and Weston, who visited Mr
ZETTE.
92*94 change. or will sell the case or buy the
At the meeting of the Contract
| cash rtglster. Inquire MOOR S DRUG
Peers, also of Attleboro, who Is visit the past week, returned Sunday to I ant* Mrs A!-t*d M Strouff for a few ;Club Friday afternoon . the prize
92-lt
SMALL black and white female hound, STORE. Tel. 437. Rockland.
rinvs returned
__
[days,
returned PrirUv
Friday to Waltham __
ing her sister. Mrs George W. Lud Bath.
winners were Miss Harriet Dunn.
found Owner please call J. R THORN
IN ROCKPORT—Three-room bungalow
Mass.
TON. Thomaston. Me
92*It for sale or to let
wig, meantime.
Mrs. Walter J. Henry returned to
Mrs. Arthur J. Elliot and Miss Lizzie
Tel. 1214-M C E
■
~
■
-------------------------------------------------------------GROTTON, City________________
92-tf
Miss Florence Young and Arthur Winchester Mass., Friday after a few
Dr. and Mrs. C. B. Chamberlain of I Levensaler of this town, and Mrs
Marsh of Whitinsville Mass., passed days visit with her mother, Mrs Westwood. Mass, were at Dr. and Evelyn Robinson of Warren.
IVER-JOHNSON tennis racket, for
sale. In good condition; cheap. TEL
I Mrs. Waldo A Clapp's for the weekthe weekend with the former's par- ! John McCoy.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Hall and son.
Rockland 833-13
92-tf
ents. Mr and Mrs. Harry Young.
Mr and Mrs. Richard Savory of 'endLawrence, and Mrs. Anne Kenney
ELECTRITE” Fence Controllers $22 50.
Miss Martha Bishop returned to Wellesley, and Mr. and Mrs. Richard 1 Mrs Mary Marden. who with Miss who have been on a motor trip to
1 1938 models Just out. Guaranteed, In
Lisbon. N. H. after being a guest of Chappel of Newton Centre. Mass., ar- Madeline Jose, Miss Florence Samp- INova Scotia, dined Friday with Mr
sured
Immediate delivery from big
GIRL wanted for general housework. ' warehouse stock Battery operated conMiss Frances Hahn, for a few days rived Friday at the Egerton farm in son. and Miss Margaret Swett of Hall's aunt and uncle. Mr and Mrs
19 ROCKLAND ST Tel. 108-W
~ [ trailers $24.50 Batteries $1.50. CHARLES
91-93
Enos Verge, Jr., went Sunday to [ Cushing
Portland, and Miss Marcella Ouellette (Herbert W Smith, in Cushing, enWOOD. Castine. Me
90*98
WOMAN wanted to care for baby, and
_______________________________ Mr. and Mrs
Robert Mayo and of Boston, has been on a motor trip route t0 their home In Winchendon,.
CLARION RANGE, for sale, good con[ do light housework. MRS. LELAND
children, Margaret and Roberta, who to the Gaspe Peninsula, and was en- Mass
91-93 | dltlon; will sell for
original price.
CARGILL. Tel. Warren. 26-2.
Hol—__
“Sweeten it with Domino have been making their home in route to Portland, spent the weekend ( Mrs Alma K. Hamilton of
IRA WOTTON. 14 State St.
91-93
USED combination gas and coal range
Ashville
N.
C.
for
two
years
are
with
her
daughter.
Miss
Barbara
broo!t
Mass.,
is
visiting
Mr.
and
Mrs
DING DONG property for sale at St.
Refined inU.S.A.
good condition, wanted.
White and
visitors at the home of Mr. Mayo's Marden, who is passing the summer Oliver Hahn for two weeks, motor__ George, on river about % acre. FRED
grey or tan; 3-burner gas stove for sale
for
parents. Mr and Mrs. A. M. Mayo w*th Mr and Mrs. John Hewett.
90*92 | SMALLEY, Tenant's Harbor
mg here with Mr. and Mrs. Willard
TEL 626
■
—
82*81-88*9O-94*96
Mrs. Aitshak Semarjian and son
K.
Hamilton
and
sons.
Willard
and
Mr. and Mrs Sherman F. Wotton
WANTED—Position by
experienced
ROCKLAND WELDING CO., for sale
Dean, who have ibeen guests of Mr. 'Phyllis Belasco i of Lynn. Mass., ar- Herbert, also of Holbrook, who will
housekteper. Apply 30 HOLMES ST . Equipment and building at 676 Main
and Mrs. Clement Moody for two rived Friday to visit Mr. and Mrs. tour Maine meantime.
City____________________________
92*94 St. MRS M S DICK. 67 Waldo Ave.
weeks, and Mr. Serrtarjian, who William Belasco. and Mr and Mrs
Edward Lakeman. Edwin Lynch .
MAN and team wanted to yard wood; I City._______________________________ 90-tf
joined them a week ago. returned Walter Wotton in Friendship, dur Robert Clark, Eugene Pales, and____
Ev
Preston Foster is down, but not out, for shortly after some ditch digging. also two men to swamp roads and
HAY- FREE for the cutting. HAR
wood. Apply at once IRA O. RIET FRO6T at SUsby Flower Shop.
Sunday to their Boston home.
ing a week's vacation.
o'd,0,?.' W.’?° JLere
Scout carried on in full dress on a dare, he emerges to hear the daughter of the |, handle
HEED Owl’s Head. Tel 837-12.
92-94 I
90-92
James Mathews and children.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Allard and Camp Hinds in Raymond for two
good route man with car— I dumber. Siding. Matched Boi#da?
Dorothy and Robert, who spent three children Ada, Edward an Charles of weeks,
returned
home Sunday small-town mayor, a part played by Joan Fontaine, pleading for the working- ! WANTEO-A
betwen
25
and
40
—
rel
able-800
family
Berry
crates
Mill
Wood,
for
sale
I. A
Scouts Lakeman. Lynch and Con- man's vote. And on dare. Faster enters the race for mayor himself. Foster's I route—here Is opportunity for good man 1 PACKARD. R F.D. Thomastor Me Tel.
S don were awarded pins for passing butler. Herbert Mundin, Is the gentleman’s gentleman looking down. Titled. to earn $30 00 to $50 00 weekly No cash j Rockland 446
89-tf
investment required—for dealls write , —
Court of Honor for Second Class I •"You Can't Beat Love," the new romantic comedy.—adv.
SMALL able, sea-worthy cat-boat, for
SALES MANAGER. Box 367. Newark. N J
] Scout.
92*93'•»>*; fully equipped and rigged ln first
! Mrs Emily Counce, Mrs. Edna
------- «--------;----- s-;-------r* Jdas* condition Could be transported to
p*,r»l?we,rfS2.
‘,ake by truck If desired. Is fitted for
Ellis, and Sidney Counce, of North
Rill shaggy kittens BAY VIEW FARM, outboard motor. Apply j. A WILSON.
North Haven. Maine
91*96 spruce Head.
Anson, and Miss Dorothy Billings of
_ ____ _
___________90-92
Madison, were guests Sunday of MMACHINISTS wanted—familiar
with
EXTRA large sweet peas, for sale C.
and Mrs Frank D. Hathorne.
me m,rhine.°PMimnani.0,hi‘he
A VOSE. Brooklyn Heights. Thomaston
lng machines Milling Machine. Lathe. Tel. 150-11.
90-92
Roger Morse was the guest of honor
Radial Drill, Drill Press, Turret Lathes. ! —
at a surprise party given Saturday
Planer. Boring Mill, Auto Screw Ma- i . BOYS BICYCLE, for sale. In good con90*92
chines, also A R Machinists, out of “'tion. TELEPHONE 186-R
night at his home to celebrate his
State,
no labor
.
., steady
_ - .work, -good wages,
----RANGE oil-burner, for sale; also 2 bedj birthday. Games were played inIP
’SpqnNNF°rr RTOVTrF
2°m £et
’ key safe walnut *ctt*e and
' eluding beano and prizes were award
PERSONNEL
SERVICE. -20 Main Street, rchairs,
personnft. ktoitcp
hall hat rack FRANK L. WEEKS.
I Hartford. Conn.
ed Miss Maxine Mitchell and Nell !
91*93 Rockland
90-92 ,
Libby. The other guests were Misses
THREE-BURNER gas ittachment for
kitchen range, practically new. P. L.
Charlotte Welch, Marjorie Woodcock
Mil, >„ ,->7, 'r-‘
t
1 McPHEE. 28 James St.
90*92
Esther Achorn, Jean Oillchrest
DAVIS farm for sale Good buildings (
Nancy Libby, and Richard Mitchell
| sightly location; fine summer home;
James Oillchrest, Lewis Johnson
blueberry pasture MRS GERTRUDE M
3000 NATION-WIDE STORES
Louis Stone, Harlan Linscott, Rob
STUDLEY. Thomaston. Me_______ 89*94
| TWO furnished cottages to let at ]
ert
Armstrong.
Richard
Whitnev
• • • • koxn New England to Chicago
Hosmer Pond, by week, month or sea- ,I LERMOND HOUSE. Thomaston, for ,
Enos Verge. Jr., and Edward Cullen
I son Tel. 671-J EDWIN A DEAN Rock- sale, all modem, large lot of land Gaand St. Louis, south to WashingMrs. James Felt. Mrs. Raymond Mac
| land._____________
90-95 I rage for 6 cars. Apply on premises 3 I
GILCHRIST ST___________________ 86-97
tQn jy
and Atlanfa Georgia ...
Leod. Mrs. Robert H Libby of this
FOUR-ROOM cottage to let or for sale
FIVE-ROOM house with "lL
cellar,
for'
with garage, near shore on Spruce Head
ar- I0
town. Mrs Arthur K. Cullen of Rock
Island
J S. ALLARD. Ocean View i 'a’e'
™ ' ,p„rlc* *550'
are serving hundreds of thousands
land. and Mrs. David Renegar of
payment
down.
bal.
ln
rent.
V.
F. !
Camp. Spruce Head Island.
A8*93 8TUDLEY, 283 Main St. Tel. 1154.
Jersey City. N. J.
of American housewives.
BEAUTIFUL
cottage
lots
on
Spruce
82-tf
M’.s. Susie Poland returned to
Head Island, on salt water, connected
Only Value and Satisfaction
USED mackerel and herring barrela
Chelsea. Mass., Friday after spendre
with mainland by bridge. Tel. 853-13
kegs, for shipping Iced fish. Casks of
46-tf and
'■ ing ten days with her mother Mrs
could have made possible this
various slaes.
Write for particulars
Helen Watts, and sister. Mrs. Clif
HENRY
A. THORNDIKE. Newport, R I
gigantic chain of Independent
ford A Clark.
_____________ _____________________ 92-tf i
Grocers and Marketmen.
Miss Eloise Dunn, who is attending
USED pianos uprights, for sale, or to
let for the season Phone us. Rockland
, the summer session at the University
980, STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
cf Maine, and a school friend, Miss
92-tf j
Jeannette Bonville of Presque Me.1
AUGUST 2.7
spent the weekend with the former's i
parents, Mr and Mrs, Lawrnce H
Dunn.
WHITE HOUSE
•4 / 1
Mr. and Mrs Edward Price of
I HI «*.
^ *•**•**•■•••••• •♦•
West Roxbury. Mass., are spending
COFFEE
a two weeks vacation with Mrs.
FIVE ROOMS, first floor tenement, to ,
, Price's mother. Mrs Scott Young.
let. garage, lights, cellar. $12. Apply
The Polynesian pixie above is none other than Martha Raye, who appears
1 LB ECONOMY
13
MAVERICK ST
90*92
25<
Howard Parker returned Sunday with Bing Crosby. Bob Bums and Shirley Ross in “Waikiki Wedding," a gay
PKG
Ur,
FURNISHED HOUSE, vo let at 79
to Watertown Mass., after spending
UNION ST . Tel 836-W___________ 92-tf
a week with Mr. and Mrs William comedy of pigs, pineapples and press agents.—adv
It won’t be long now before cold winds
Tessin. Jr. His son, Russell Parker, i
STERLING
will howl and you’ll be glad to have this
who accompanied him here, remained ' Belgrade Lakes a Girl Scout Camp, lng the highway in Waldoboro. In
(J
heated 5-roon: apartment, bath, garage,
for a longer visit.
available Aug 2 Apply MEN'S SHOP.
returned home Sunday.
terment was in Razorville.
FIG
BARS
Park St . Rockland.
90-92
Gilman Silva, who passed two
Mr. Savage had made his home
Mi . and Mrs. William Stickney and
FIVE-ROOM apartment, to let. ALICE
weeks with his grandfather. Gilman son William returned Sunday to with his son here the past three
FULLER. 25 Linden St . Tel. 106-J.
2 lbs 25c
Stone returned Saturday to Med Framingham. Mass., after spending. years. He had been in failing health,
90-92
ford Hillside, Mass
two weeks with Mr. and M.'o, Joseph] but had not taken to his bed until
TWO-ROOM furnished apartment to
Harry Shibles of Needham. Mass., Stickney. Their, other son Richard [a week before his death. A man of
let. bath. FOSS HOUSE. 77 Park St .
is visiting Capt. and Mrs Alton will remain for the rest of the sum- [ sterling character, and with
a
Tel 330 ______________
82-tf
HERSHEY’S
1 Chadwick.
mer with his grandparent'.
marked sense of humor, he will be
THREE-ROOM apartment to let. ln
COOKING
A family gathering Friday night greatly missed by everyone who knew
Your name and address printed excellent condition, upstairs, at 17 War■ Ralph Ayers suffered a sudden 111
ren St. Apply at 11 JAMES ST.
81-tf
turn a week ago. While his condition at the home of Mrs. William Stick him.
on envelopes and paper or mono
12 OZ
CHOCOLATE
He was born Dec. 4 1881. in Wash
ORANGE JUICE
<
FIVE ROOMS to let with toilet. En
gram on sheets, address on enve
causes much anxiety he is slightly ney and Mrs. Helen Hilton, included
81-tf
Mrs. Clara Lermond and Earle Maxey ington, son of David and Elizabeth lopes. Blaek, Blue, Green or quire 12 KNOX ST Tel. 156-W
improved.
*/2 LB
SECOND floor furnished Apt., to let
Members of the Federated Ladles Jr., of Crescent Beach, Mr. a-.iu Mrs i Marr i Savage. He was a farmer and Brown ink.
WHITE MEAT
PKGS 23.
at 14 MASONIC ST.
90*92
Circle are to hold a cooked food sale ' ®arle ?*axiy. and famib’ , Mu and a mason by trade, and many a stone
WATER STRIPED VELLUM
SIX-ROOM modern apartment to let
TUNA FISH FLAKES
Roy Gaspar and family of culvert in Washington and vicinity
CAN
on the Congregational Church lawn Mrs
*'
~
White Deckle Edge
Apply W. J. ROBERTSON. Lumber Yard
Thomaston. Mr and Mrs. Ralph was laid up by him. He was well
Friday at 1.30.
Thomaston.
92-tf
RED ROSE
36 folded sheets 4*1x7%
Stickney and daughter jf Rockland. known over Knox and Lincoln Coun
all flavors
FURNISHED front room to let $4
36
envelopes
4x5*
,
square
flap
ORANGE PEKOE
week FOSS HOUSE. 77 Park St
92-tf
Remarkable values in men's cloth- Mr. ar.d Mrs. Joseph Stickrey of this ties. having at one time played the
$1.35 Postpaid
KOOL-AID
.
[ ing and shoes, and women's footwear. place and Mr. and Mrs. William violin -for country dances in the vaSTEAM heated office to let, central
TEA
Is offered at the Levi Seavey Clothing Stickney and family of Framingham, I rious towns.
location. Tel. 133.
92-tf
OR
During his life he had made his
FRANCO-AMERICAN
Store, now “Lindsey's,’’ Watts Block, Mass.
60 flat sheets 7%xlO*/4
FOUR-room apartment to let. all
SM
Mrs. Lillian Cross returned Satur- home for some years in Union, and
modern Apply at Camden & Rockland
Thomaston—adv.
50 envelope’s 4x7 square flap
PKG 31
PKGS 19C
SPAGHETTI
.
Water Co . Tel. 634 .
92-tf
day to Jamaica Plain. Mass., follow-, also in Clen Cove. In 1876. he was a
$1.50 postpaid
ing a week's visit with her sister, j member of the volunteer militia in
WARREN
Mrs. Annie Watts. Mr. and Mrs. Ar-[ Washington.
ST. CLAIR AND ALLEN
AUTOCRAT DECKLE EDGE
thur Sawyer and son Stanley of i Surviving relatives besides his son
NATION-WIDE
8 OZ CELLO
White Vellum
PEPPS & CHECKS
BAG
The Woman's Club meets Thursday Round Pond were also recent guests are. a stepson. R. E. Ware of Jefler
Square flap envelopes and folded
VANILLA
at 8 daylight at the club rooms. The ' of Mrs Watts.
! son; a granddaughter. Mrs. Charles
sheets
If
program committee is made up of; Miss Evelyn Sawyer has returned(B, Chamberlain of Bangor; and two
GOOD LUCK
50 envelopes 4x5%
or LEMON
Mrs. Anna Starrett. Miss Lil ian Rus- | from Southampton, N. S. where great-grandchildren, Waneta
FULL STRENGTH VINBGAR. 19c per
and
60 sheets 4%«7%
gallon Why pay mor?? Enough for Knox
LEMON PIE FILLING
c
sell. JlJrs. Marion Caldricr, Miss Eda j she visited three weeks with Mr. and (Donald Booker of Bangor;
one
2 OZ
County. SIMONTON. Meadow St . Rock$1.50 postpaid
St. Clair and Mrs. Mary Richmond. Mrs. John Siddall.
brother, Alonzo A Savage of HalBOTTLE 19c
vllle_______________________________ 90*92
Numbers will include a talk by Mrs.
Dr A. H. St. Clair Chase of New- (lowell. and several nieces and nephPIANO, vocal, Hawaiian guitar, piano
Ada M. Grose; the reading of origi ton Centre, Mass., has joined Mrs ews.
accordion lessons at your home. $1 with
nal poems by Miss Marion Wallace, Chase here for a vacation at their
in 30 miles. C. A. LUNDELL. Friendship
Among those from out of town who
91*93-tf
and vocal numbers. Light refresh summer home.
!attended the services were: Mr. and
KEEP
YOUR
PETS
ments
will
be
served.
CARPENTER work of all kinds
L.
CALO do?at
FOOD HEALTHY WITH CALO
Mr and Mrs. Arthur S. Perkins of Mrs. Wendall Grant of Stillwater;
ROGERS. 151 Pleasant St. Tel. 424-W
Plans are being made bv the Con Lewiston were at the Libby home- Mrs. R. F. Eaton of Glen Cove; Mr.
87*92
PS gregational Ladies' circle to hold a stead farm for the weekend.
I and Mrs. Harold Savage and son
NO 2 ,
WATCHMAKER. Am remaining in
SILVER SLICE GRAPEFRUIT SECTIONS
picnic Thursday at the Spruce Head' Mrs. Charles Dolham has returned i of Augusta. Mr. and Mrs. Roland
CANS ,
Rockland this summer. Will continue
Island cottage of Mrs. Ruth B. Spear. home from Knox Hospital where she 1 Dyer of Somerville; Alonzo Savage
repairing watches, clocks, antiques all
kinds. Call and deliver. S. ARTHUR
On the committee are Mrs. Laura underwent an appendicitis opera-| of Hallowell; Mr. and Mrs. Willard
TALL
MACOMBER. 23 Amesbury St., Rocktion.
PETER PAN SALMON
.
.
.
Starrett and Mrs. Abbie Newbert.
Page of Chelsea; Mrs. Martha
CAN
land, Tel. 958-J_________________ 92-tf
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Overlock and j Cleaves of Hallowell; Mrs. Lillian
Edwin Kalloch who has been guest
BRICK, cement, plastering and rock
son
Joseph
returned
Saturday
to
[
Grotton
and
two
sons.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
two weeks of Mr. and Mrs. George
work, painting of all kinds. Call A. W.
Pittsfield.
Mass.
I
William
Savage
and
daughter
FlorGRAY. Tel. 8533___________________ 92-tf
Eaton in Reading, Mass, returned
Mlss Blanche Gordon of Augusta entia of Rockland; Mr. and Mrs.
LADIES—Re’lable hair goods at Rock
home Saturday, accompanied by Mr.
SERVE WITH CREAM AND FRUIT
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall older*
and Mrs. Eaton who spent the week is guest of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Gor- Rosewell Ware of Jefferson; and Mr
solicited
H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J
don.
and Mrs. Charles B. Chamberlain
end with Chester B. Hall.
NATION-WIDE
92-tf
Your name and address printed J_______
and
son
Donald
of
Bangor.
Mrs.
Edgar
Barker
and
Miss
Mar

Miss Eleanor Goodwin returned
LAWN mowers sharpened, called for
on sheets and envelopes only
CORN FLAKES
jorie
Spear
returned
home
Friday
Friday to Kennebunkport after passand delivered. Prompt service. Lawn
roller to let. CRIE HARDWARE CO..
PATRICIAN
| ing Thursday night with friends from Newton Centre. Mass., where Remarkable values in men's cloth
I
'successor to Rockland Hardware Co.)
BIG
they
had
spent
the
past
week.
ing
and
shoes,
and
women's
fcotwear.
here.
White Laid
Tel 791. Rockland._________________ 92-tf
PACKAGE
Black, Blue, Bron®, Green Ink
Mrs. George Pote and children. is offered at the Levi Seavey Clothing
Mrs. Bertha Simmons of Union was
HAVE you tried Mt. Sinai Wax Polish?
now "Lindsey’s." Watts Block.
i a caller Sunday at the horn? of Mr. Richard, Barbara, Phjyllis. Phillip Store,
60 folded sheets 4%x7%
I It’s easy to use. no tiresome rubbing.
Thomaston—adv.
I Call for a free sample bottle at STON40 envelopes 4x5%
and Mrs. Charles Conant in Pleas- and Kenneth of Lynn, Mass., are
rNGTON FURNITURE CO_________ 89*91
passing two weeks with Mr. and Mrs.
i antvllle.
NO ’/♦ 9c OR
17c
LIBBY'S DEVILED MEATS
I FITTED slab wood for saie. $5; slabs.
CANS
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver B. Libby had Clifford Overlock in East Warren. The head o( the firm was sur_
60
flat
sheets
6%xl0%
4-ft. length. $3.50; German Police pups,
find the ne, ,adv secretanas visitors Sunday, Mr. and Mrs. Eu- having motored here with Mr. Pote. prised
40 envelopes 4x6%
I $5; pigs $5 ROBERT L ESANCY. liberty,
3 LB
was ignorant of kecp.ng accounts
gene Day and Mr. and Mrs. Ross who returned home yesterday.
1 LB 23.
Tel Washington 12-23.
89*91
Postpaid $1.25
SPRY........................................
CAN
CAN
i Day of Monmouth, and Mr. and Mrs. Fred Overlock of Augusta was a "Why.” said he. "I distinctly asked
I----------------------------------------------visitor Sunday at Mr. and Mrs. Clif you if you were used to keeping
I Frank Kerswell of St. George.
GRAYTONE WEED
ford Overlock's.
ledgers." “Oh!" said the lady sweet
Vellum
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Beggs and
ly,
“
I
thought
you
said
‘
lodgers'!"
PINT
daughter. Miss Helen Boggs ar.d Mrs.
60
folded
sheets 4^x7^
CLOROX
London Exchange.
BOT
b%tt
c
.Qnns7i-ine
LGE.
| Ella Davis returned Sunday to
Ezra I. Savage
40 envelopes 4x5’/i
EDGEMONT
PKG.
[ Brooklyn. N. Y„ after being guests of
Funeral services for Ezra I. Sav Betty—Do you know what I've just
OR
1 relatives the past week.
age, 75. who died Friday at the home been /told? When a girl gets mar
DOMINO
60 flat sheets 6%xl0%
Miss
Grace
Demott
Peck
cf
Plain

of his son. Ezra Savage, were held
CRISP-NUTRITIOUS-DAINTY
40 envelopes 4x6%
CONFECTIONERY SUGAR
ville. Ohio, daughter of Rev. Mr. Sunday at the Baptist Church, with ried she must look forward to pre
Postpaid $1.25
Demott, a minister in this town Rev. Howard A. Welch officiating. paring thirty thousand meals! x
Beryl
—
Well,
fancy
having
to
open
2
PKGS
1
7c
some years ago. looked up oldtime . The hymn, “Face to Face" was feelRAISIN COOKIES lb.
friends here Friday.
| Ingly sung by the tenors, Roger thirty thousand tins!
Miss Beatrice Haskell who spent1 Teague and Chester Wyllie. The
three weeks with her parenls. Mr 1 bearers weri John Teague. Nelson
and Mrs. S. F. Haskell, returned j Moore. Fred Miller and Percy Bowley.
Saturday to Boston.
ROCKLAND, ME.
| Among the floral tributes was a piece I
Misses Madeleine Haskell. Doro- from the co-workers of Ezra Savage,
thy Simmons and Ruth Starrett- who, Jr., who is a fireman of the Lane
passed two weeks at Camp Wyconda,1 Construction Co., which is resurfaeflaflflflddcjuucjocjcjcj
—-—Ta

THOMASTON

AT PARK THEATRE WEDNESDAY

In Everybody’s Column ■ f " *" * " * * * *

LOST AND FOUND

I

!

dll theie hfoudeu ive^

WANTED

!

THURSDAY

CANT be wrong

t

’ Summer Cottagei !

£

q

LEE

Rite-Best

i

Printed Stationery

TO LET

2

I MISCELLANEOUS !

2pkgs19

WHEATIES 2«os23«

BISQUICK

11c

^ce33c

25

GRAHAM WAFERS

Seed Sown Here

I6<

SPICED FRUIT

I9y

NATlQH^IpE

SERVICE

v ipj^fafBfefzrBJZjaJgfaJ j graj .u di dfZJcfzizjzfHrdJZfZjzrajzfzja/zjaraj^

Falls In Fertile

GROCERS

READ THE AOS

THE
COURIER-GAZETTE

Soil, Insuring a

Bountiful Harvest

“GUIDE DOWN EAST”

JACKSON MEMORIAL

OCl ETY
Capt. George C. Thomas (Me)
UBJg. in command of the U. S.
Naval Hospital at Washington. D. C.
was a visitor in the city Saturday.
Capt. and Mrs. Thomas are guests
for a few days of Commander and
Mrs. Reed at their cottage in North
port.

Mr. and Mrs. Seymour Cameron
and family are guests of Mrs. Helen
Perry at Megunticook Lake

Mrs. Arthur P. Haines entertained
tlie Thursday Auction Club at Holi
day Beach.
Mr and Mrs. Donald Hastings and
daughter Nancy have returned to
Radbourne, N. J., after a weeks stay
at Ingraham Hill where they had as
guests Mr. and Mrs. Louch of Radbourne.

Mrs. Robert Campbell of Lewiston
is visiting her sister. Mrs. Sherman
Rokes, .Shaw avenue.
Mrs. Margaret Lutes of Moncton.
N B, has been the guest of Mr. and
Mrs. David Beach, the past two
weeks.
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Every-Other-Day

Mrs. Addie Rogers and daughter
Margaret returned home Friday,
having spent the past
three
weeks with relatives in Greenville,
Maine. Worcester. Mass., and Edgewood R. I. They were accompanied
by Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Rogers of
Greenville, who returned to their
home Saturday.

A Complete Book On Maine
Compiled By Federal Writ
(By Pauline Ricker)
ers’ Projecti
Rockland Breakwater—Many new

The Maine Agricultural Experi
ment Station is conducting 20 re
search projects with potatoes.
• • • •
guests are arriving for the month I
-------A Coroner’s Jury reported that
of August and the coming week will
“Maine: A Guide Down East, the
“Deceased came to his death by ex
i be filled with many interesting ac- most complete guide book to this
cessive drinking, producing apoplexy
tlvities. At the end of the week | gjafe ever written, compiled by the
I in the minds of the jury."
™eral Wrlters’ Pro^'
Thomas Bailey Aldrich? If such ThTiX^wdH *be°awar(fedf aTtte '
• • • •
there be, he has yet a treat in store,
and a supplement to it, for the pub X srst and tea
In Ohio's rich farm land is buried
( Rs p,acp wRh the flye (.ther New
lic, duringthe benefit may visit this urday afternoon.
J enough field drain tile to reach
author's study which has been faith
1 around the world six times—150000
. (England State Guides now being asCol. Frank Guy Armitage will give j semt,]ed
fully preserved with the very fur
, miles serving 1.600,000 acres and repnishings used by the "bad boy" one of his delightful programs Fri- | Unlike ,he conventional guide or
j resenting an investment of 40 mil1 lions of dollars by farmers.
champion when he sought retirement day eveningln the ballroom of the European Baedeker, the WPA vol• • • •
from his literary labors.
hotel.
ume
easy reading. Stressing recThe Talbot Aldrich home will also
* * * *
reation. one of the State's major
Farm wages this year made the
There has been much interest in industries, it presents a word panbe on view as well as Mr. Aldrich's
sharpest seasonal upturn for the
i studio in adjoining property. Tea the various cruises among the islands : c-ama of practical use to the travl months of April. May and June in
! will be served in the dining room and of Penobscot Bay. Cruising on The eler-vacationist and of historic in
i any of the past 14 years. The in
j those attending may be assured of a Sea Lion were Mr. and Mrs. Lee. their terest to the stay-at-home. With
crease was about 10 percent, bring
son
W.
L.
Lee
and
his
guest
P.
C.
this double purpose in mind tlie au
1 pleasantly social afternoon.
ing farm wages on July 1 to the
Cox, Jr.. Mr. and Mrs. A. P Mac- thors have produced something which
1 highest point since 1930. Day wages
kinnon, Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Pieper. is far different from the usual guide
, without board on July 1 ranged from
On the Gertrue 2 were the Misses book.
80 cents a day in South Carolina to
McCall, Mr. and Mrs. E. 8. Jamison
For the vacationist the book teems
| $3.15 a day in Connecticut.
and their son who is attending camp with places to go. and things to do. j
• • • *
nearby.
It tells where to hunt, fish, swim, | Mrs. Donald II. Hanley, general
National payment under the 1936
sail; hike, motor, climb mountains or
Judge Hugh M. Morris, Mrs. Morris , lndu,ge
wln4r sports. Unusual I chairman of the summer Flower agricultural conservation program
and Miss Mary Morris of Wilmington,, p]aces interesting sections, oddities >hcw sponsored by the Rockland totaled about 400 million dollars,
leaving 40 million dollars of the diDel are stopping at The Samoset. historjc sites, in fact all sorts of
having motored from Murray Bay by significant matters are arranged in i harden Club, taken in her attractive lect appropriation available for re
way of Gaspe Peninsula.
easily followed tours laid out over garden at 113 Summer street Mrs. turn to the treasury. Payments in
* ' * "
the State's highway system.
I„ .
... .
«, . ,
„« Maine as of June 20, 1937, amounted
The New York Association for the
The armchair reader in Timbuctoo Hanley, with her efficient corps o to $346,261.95. Approximately four
Blind held a sale Wednesday. Miss as well as in Maine, like the vaca- class committee- members and the million farmers participated in the
program; 31 million acres were di
Letitia Pearson. Brooklyn was chair- tionist on the spot, will find the volman of the committee. On the com ume fascinating. For him legends support of nearby flower lovers, plans verted from Soil depleting to soil con
mittee were: Mrs. W. H. Caldwell. and anecdotes enliven pages rich ln I (<> present a distinctive show that serving crops, and about two-thirds
of the total crop land of the counMrs. Louis Roundtree. Miss Florence readable historic data. There are '
[ try was covered by the program.
Logan, Brooklyn; Mrs. W. R. Riddell. "tall" fishing stories and "buck-fe will appeal to ail.
Toronto; Miss Lldle Lane Eloan and ver" hutning yarns as well as equally
Frank McBurney assisted with the amazing, but authentic, accurate
raffling off of several articles.
tales out of the pages of history.
• • • •
The Guide is divided into several
Miss Frances Pearson hat left for sections, one of which, that for
the races at Saratoga where she will Sports and Recreation, has been
be the guest of Mrs. Bromley.
j called “the most complete ever of....
fered on Maine.” Also, there is a
Among those expected to arrive series of 13 free flowing and nonthis week are: Mr. and Mrs. J. B. technical essays on various topics
Throckmorton, Jersey City; Miss May such as the history of the State and
E Haiss, N Y. C.; Jack Neison. Ger- the raciaI background of its peoples
mantown; A. R. Watson and partv. Another section present chronologies.
Albany C A Webber. Fort Rich- llsts °f events and similar material
mond. S. I.: Mr and Mrs. Isiah Hale, without which no guide book could
Now Showing
Topeka. Kansas: Mr. and Mrs. W be complete A general information
E Gregg, J C Bogan. Jun.or. Phila- sections covers transportation facili-1
delphia;; R. L. Millane. Springfield: ties- hotel accommodations, traffic
A New Collection
I Mrs. Edith Stockder and Mrs. L. F laws and similar information vital to I
Berry. Hartford: Mr. and Mrs. E. B ; the traveler. A complete index, pro
vides an easy means of planning,
de Sauze, Cleveland, O.
....
original motor trips along the tours
Percy Schenck. Jersey City enter- ^“y systems*
federa'
bridge P^esen't^were Judgc'w. p"d
Every means of *etUn« lram P’“ce
Gardner and Mrs. Gardner Mr. and
b’a^'
hiking to flying, has a
aik..i c u..,o.u., vi.c
place in the tour section which covSS,
»» ».~
j V”™*
“4
'
•»" Vincent B schenct
I
S’thSt,
,n“K

The Public Is Again Invited To Tenant’s Harbor
Show Place
Loyal to the literary traditions of
the name “Aldrich." a silver tea at
"The Crags." picturesque summer
residence of the Talbot Aldriches at
Tenant's Harbor, will benefit the
Mary Elinor Jackson Memorial Li
brary in that community; Thursday.
Aug. 12 from 3 to 5.30 being selected
as the date when, for the third suc
cessive year. New England hospitality
will be expended in a creditable com
munity cause
Livcs there a memory barren of its
childhood delight in reading that
juvenile classic, “The Bad Boy" by

Miss Virginia Snow Rackliffe is
spending a part of her vacation in
Boston and vicinity. In Revere. Mass.,
she will visit her father, Clarence G.
Snow.
Mrs. C. C. Wahle of Detroit Mich.,
is visiting her parents, Mr and Mrs.
George E McLaughlin and will be
joined by her husband and son the
last of the month. Mrs. Wahle's ar
rival at this time was due to the
severe accident which befell her
mother, in a recent fall.

Mrs. Clarence Henry, Miss Kath
erine Henry and Miss Florence
Henry of Winchester, Mass., and
Commander and Mrs. Douglass W. Nashua. N. H, who have been guests
Fuller, with young daughter Betty- of their aunt. Mrs. James Donohue,
jane, who for the month past have returned Sunday to their homes.
been home guests of the W. O. Ful
lers, left this morning by motor
Mrs. Lottie (Ricker) Mills of Mont
car. enroute to their home in San pelier. Vt„ and daughter. Mrs. Web
Francisco which they expect to reach ster Miller. Mr. Webber and their
in about a fortnight, making several children Charlene, Evans and Shel
stops enroute. Their visit here has don were guests Saturday at Mrs.
been marked by a round of social at James W. Emery's, having come espe
tentions, of which they take with cially to see Mrs. Sarah Sylvester.
them many happy memories.
Miss Eleanor Gleason of Union is J
Miss Mary E. Havener is the guest guest for a few days of Miss Dorothy
of Miss MoztMe Phillips at Arling N. Smith. Rankin street.
ton Park. North Salem N. H.
Mrs. Betty Vafiades, Mrs. Victor
Miss Dorothy Marston and George LeSan and Mrs. Arlene Bemont are
Webster of Portland, were dinner enjoying a week's motor trip to the
guests Sunday of Mrs. Grace Rollins southward, making stops at Bridge
and Miss Daphne Winslow at Holi port, New York and Roselle, N. J.
day Beach. They also called on sev
Robert Mero and Richard Vaughn
eral other Rockland relatives.
of Portsmouth, Va, were recent over
Mrs. Roy Nickerson of Vlnalhaven, night guests of Mr. and Mrs. Harold
has been spending a week with Mr. Connon.
and Mrs. J. C. Cunningham. Granite
Miss Ruth Gregory returned home
street.
this morning from Knox Hospital, |

j

FURS
CLOTH COATS

FOR FALL AND WINTER

RIVERS AND LAKES OF MAINE

LUCIEN K. GREEN

,
***„*,.,. , •
. northern forests. Salt water trips
Mr. and Mrs. J. Scott fbwler had wander along the coast, in and out 1
as their dinner guests John Barbey j among the islands, while the bridle,
and Howard L. Hoff at their cottage and hiking trails meander through I
I
■-----------------The Flume. * * e e
areas seldom visited, in tome cases j
1
. ...
i
.
j
inaccessible to motorists.
oh. the lovely rivers and lakes ot Maine! Then turn to the beautiful lakes
...... tours, writers,
w.ivc.a, icaca.vu
Edward W. Wheeler, vice president , por these
research I
' I am charmed with their names, as my- jTo iaalsage of Auburn be given the |and_ generalcounsel J^J ^^he ^laine workers and editors have combined In
tong will explain:
jjCentral
Railroad entertained
,
. ..
..
'n I searching out all the little known,
strain.
Aboriginal muaes Inspire my strain.
The statesman whose genius and bright honor of Mrs. Wheener a dinner par- antj
in some cases previously un
fancy
makes
i
.
.
,
While I ting the bright rivers and lakes
The earth's highest glories to shine ln ( D 01 slx'
known facts which, set down in black
of Maine—
its lakes);
and white and checked by experts in
[ From Cupsuptlc to Cheputmatlcook.
What lakes out of Maine can we place In
Arrivals include Mr. and Mrs. various fields, provide (lie reader
From Sngadahock to Pohenegamook—
the book
Ieuan
Harris.
Messrs.
John
H„
Da

Gamook. gamook.
With the Matagomon and the Pangocko with a panorama of Maine, past and
Mr. and Mrs. Seymour Cameron
vid P„ and W. R. Harris, Salisbury. present.
Pohenegamook.
mook?
Mr. and Mrs. D. J. Clough of Port From Sagadahock
and children Diane Sally and Clif
to Pohenegamook.
'Omook. 'omook.
Conn.;
W.
E.
Glynn.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
_
Benedict
Arnold once more pushes
The Pangokomook,
ford are spending two weeks with land were registered at The Thorn
With
the
Mattagomon
and
the
Pangokoi
W.
B.
Marlin.
New
York
City
,
Mr.
d
j
s arduous way up the Kennebc and
Mrs. Cameron's mother. Mrs Helen dike Hotel for the weekend, calling ' For light serenading the 'Blue Moselle."
mook?
and Mrs. T. B. Little, Mr. and Mrs ajong the Arnold Trail; the nearly
Perry, at her cottage at Lake Me on several Rockland friends Satur "Bonnie Doon" and 'Sweet Avon" may do
very well;
Lake Leman, or Como, what care I for
'
e
in\nrST} w»i extinct lumberjack chops his boisday and Sunday.
gunticook.
1 But the rivers of Maine, ln their wild
them.
..Ewing, Montreal Mrs. Joan R. Nei- terous path anew throu h ,he d,m.
solitudes.
When Maine has the Moosehead and son.
Philadelphia:
Charles
H.lness of thp gfat woodj. Hannlba,
Mrs. Delilah Cunningham left Bring a thunderous sound from the
George Adams spent the weekend
Pongokwahem,
depths of the woods;
Germantown, Charles Hamlin again starts along the dusty
And, sweet as the dews ln the violet's Thompson.
with his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Monday for Woods Hole, Mass., called The Aroostook and Chlmmentlcook.
B. Fritz, Edgewater Park. N. J.
road from paris jjffl; down Eastport
kiss.
Adams. Berkeley street, returning by the illness of her daughter-in-law The Chlmpasaoc and Chemquassabam Wallahgosquegamook and Teleslmis;
way
Aunt Peggy Beal re-exercises
Mrs.
Almon
Cunningham.
And
when
I
can
share
ln
the
fisherman's
Sunday to Gull Pond, Rangeley, to
took—
Mrs. Heiligman, St. David's. Penn., witches; while at North Berwick
bunk
'Bamtook. 'bamtook.
resume teaching at Camp Waya-Awi
On
the
Mooselocmaguntlc
or
Mol'tun

joined her husband. Judge Otta He Charles Dickens stops at Billy
Chemquassabamtook.
Dr. and Mrs. W. M Hartshorn have
kamunk—
iligman. Others to arrive include Briggs' 'restorator" to nibble sponge
and Chlnquassabam'Amunk. 'amunk,
Miss Helen Orbcton. who has been been guests for a few days at The The Chlmpasaoc
took.
Mr. and Mrs. William S. Kingsley, cake with the little girl who one
Mol'tunkamunk.
the guest of her aunt, Mrs. C. Earle Samoset and of relatives in this city,
On the Moosetuckmaguntlc or Mol'tun Philadelphia; Mr. and Mrs. E H. day will pen Mrs. Wiggs of the Cab
Ludwick for two weeks, has gone to also making a trip to Ellsworth, La- Behold! how they sparkle and flash ln
kamunk?
Palmer. New York: Mr and Mrs D. E. bage Patch.
the sun!
Ellsworth for a stay at the OTbeton moine. Hancock Point and Bar Har
Jackson. Miss Harriet Jackson, Corn
Nearly 109 photographs, beautifully
camp, before returning to her home bor, including the famous Cadillac The Mattawamkeag and the Mussungun; An<i Maine has the Eagle Lakes, the wall Eridge. Conn.; Mr. and Mrs.
reproduced, portray scenes of in
Mountain drive.
Dr Hartshorn. [ The kingly Penobscot, the wild Woolsintie^p’leVn’d the little Scapan
in Bangor.
Kane S. Green. Bryn Mawr. Miss
to the traveler or student,
whose boyhood days were passed in Kennebec Kennebago and Sebasticook; Th<‘ sP£'i?lng Sebag0' the C°h«°mgo- Helen Gile. Concord. N. H : CharlesS. terest
while eleven scale maps, including
Mr. and Mrs. Wendell Hodgkins Mains. is now a successful physician The pretty Presumpscot and gay Tu- The Mtillkonet and Metesemock.
Gile, Concord. N H.; Charles S.! specific information on roads, areas,
lanbtc;
Caribou and the fair Ammonjenegamook.
and children. Ruth and Wendell of in New York city and he found much
Pierce. Milton; Clarence E. Stone, highway and recreation maps, give
The
Ess'qullsagook
and
little
Schoodlc
—
Oquassac
and
rare
Wetokenebacook
—
pleasure
in
revisiting
former
scenes
Winthrop. Mass., were weekend
Schoodlc. Schoodlc
'Acook 'acook
Dorchester; Mr. and Mrs. Willie cities and localities.
and
old
time
friends.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. David Hodg
The little Schoodlc,
Wetokenebacook.
Whiting, Holyoke.
j "Maine: A Guide Down East" is
The Ess'qullsagook and little Schoodlc.
Oquassac and rare Wetokenebacook.
kins and other relatives in this city.
• • • •
but one volume in the American
Mrs. Isabel Higgins and mother.
Mrs. Albert S. Caran of New York Guide Series produced by Ihe Federal
Yes. yes, I prefer the bright rivers of And there are the Pokeshlne and PatThimble Club members met for Mrs. Frances Driscoll and a friend of
Maine
quongomls;
entertained last evening (July 29) Writers' Project. This series, con££^'7
CD°“°.7g2,n„n„71’
sewing and luncheon, Monday night Brockton. Mass., returned home To the Rhine or the Rhone, or the Saone Romantic
for Mrs. John Curran of Philadel- sidered the most exhaustive survey
Umbagog and Pemadumook
or the Seine;
with Mrs. Sadie Leach, North Main Monday after spending the weekend
The Pemadumook and the old Chesun- phia in honor of her birthday. Others of America that Americans ever atwith Mbs. Earle Sukeforth. Mrs. These may do for the cockney, but give
cook.
street.
me some nook
8ebols and Moosetuck; and take care entertaining in the lounge were Miss tempted, is being compiled by hunHiggins came for the purpose of at
Blanche Spadone^N. Y. C. and Percy dreds of qualified writers working
not to miss
Stanley Boynton of iMiami, is in tending the reunion of the class of On the Ammonoosuc or the Wytopltlock, The Umbazooksls or the Sysladobsis— Schenck, Jersey City.
under expert supervision in each of
On the Umsaskls or the Rlpogenls.
1917,
Rockland
High
School.
the city to spend a few days with
Thebsysiadoblil
I
• • • •
j the States. Eventually these State
The Rlpogenls or the Piscataquis—
Mr and Mrs. John O. Stevens, Tal
Aquls. 'aquls
The Umbazookskus or the Syaladobsls.
Dr. Joseph Beardwood. Philadel- ; volumes, all of which will be sepaProf, and Mrs. Wilbert Snow and
The Piscataquis.
bot avenue. Mr. Boynton will go to
phia has joined his family at their rately published, will be condensed
The
Rlpogenls
or
the
Piscataquis.
family
are
occupying
their
summer
Lexington, Mass., for a visit with his
' KMaln?e thCrlVer’ ,nd lMlces 0< cottage "Shorehom' for the weekend, into a six-volume national guide to
home at Spruce Head following a
father, before returning to Florida.
In hermountains orforests or fields of Andrew McBurney. Juniorarrived ! facilitate reading and handling.
"Away down South.” the Cherokee
motor trip which took them into 35 Has named his rivers the Tennessee.
&r.Bln-.
Friday night to spend the weekend
With their part of the national
In the depth of the shade or the blaze of
Mr. and Mrs. Dean Hunter and States.
with his mother.
project practically completed, the
The Chattahoochee and the Ocmulgee.
the sun,
daughter Robin of Providence, ar
The lakes of Schoodlc and the Bascauhe-----------------Maine writers have turned their atThe Congaree and the Ohoopee;
gun.
i
rived here Monday to spend the
Mrs. Mildred Washburn of Augusta But what are they, or the Frenchy De
tentlon to other literary efforts, a
And the dear Waubasoos and the clear
SOUTH
THOMASTON
troit.
week with Mrs Hunter's sister and and Perry, was dinner guest Satur
| list of which will be announced
Aquessuc,
brother-in-law Mr. and Mrs. R. L. day of Mrs. Helen Carlson.
To the Passadumkeag or the Wassato- The Cobbosseecontee and Mlllenklkuk—
; shortly.
Albert Davis and Jesse Sleeper are
quoit?
Kikuk, 'klkuk.
Stratton.
•Toquolt. 'toquolt,
The Mlllenklkuk.
repairing
the
Ricker
cottage
at
PleasMiss Ruth Scarlott, who is attend
The Wassatoquolt,
The Cobbosseecontee and the Millen—
|ant Beach.
klkuk?
Mrs Winona Peterson, who was ing the summer sessions at Bryant To the Passadumkeag or the Wassatoquoit?
—George B. Wallis.
weekend guest of Mrs. J. C. Cunning <fc Stratton's business college, mo
Mr. and Mrs. Murry Hopkins of
ham, has returned to her home at tored from Boston Saturday to be the
| Hyde Park. Mass., spent the weekend
Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Hopkins and where they will visit friends and ’ with Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Hopkins.
Vlnalhaven.
weekend guest of her mother. Mrs.
TRAINS FOR
daughters, Helen Louise and Mar relatives the next two weeks.
Mary Scarlott.
Mrs. Eva Sleeper and Miss Elizajorie of Fredericksburg. Va., are
Mrs. Charles Richardson was
Miss Priscilla Hawes spent thej^J^ Till are in Boston this week |
hostess to the Corner Club Friday
Miss Dorothy Brewer and Howard guests of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Jor weekend at the Century, Spruce and on return will be accompanied
afternoon, Mrs. Harry French and Redman who have been visiting Mrs. dan Warren setreet.
Head, as guest of her aunt, Mrs. Ruth ,
Miss Virginia Till.
• Business training at Burdett Col
Mrs. Fred Collamore winning bridge Mary Brewer in Newburg. N. Y„ have
Spear.
Mrs Louise Kidd and son Alan ,
lege is real employment insurance I
honors.
returned home.
Employers
everywhere seek young
and
Mrs.
Miriam
Rezac
left
Monday
,
UNION
Miss Eleanor Gleason went Sunmen and women with Burdett prep
day tc visit friends in Rockland for for their homes in Omaha, Neb t
Shakespeare Society will have din
A meeting of the class of 1912
aration. They know our graduates
after spending three weeks with !
several days.
ner at “Trails End" Wednesday Aug. R.H.S. will be held tonight at Albert
have laid the groundwork for a suc
Members and guests of the Com
their
parents.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
J.
M.
cessful career, that they are ready
11, being entertained in the after Peterson’s residence. Main street, at munity Club numbering 36. were
Mr. and Mrs. Irving French of Bartlett.
for responsible positions. No wonder
noon at the summer home of Mrs. H. 7.30. All members please made an delightfully entertained Tuesday at
Belmont, Mass. who are spending Miss Susie Sleeper motored Satemployers requested 2021 graduates
E. Edwards. Ash Point. Members effort to attend.
last yearl
the Crawford Lake cottage of Mrs. two weeks with Mrs.
Elizabeth urday to Boston accompanied by Mrs
are asked to keep this date open, the
Founded 58 years ago, Burdett is
Henry Stickney. Of special inter Hawes went Thursday to Canada (Fannie Brown of Everett. Mass., who
outing committee arranging trans
Mrs. Helen Carlson will preach est was Mrs. Stickney's informal talk on a motor trip.
still pioneering in business educa
|
has
been
spending
the
summer
at
tion! Courses of college grade; thor
portation.
Sunday at her former pastorate at on her most recent tour of Italy.
ough, practical, with opportunities
„
...
, . j
, .. i Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Hoyt Of f, her Ingraham Hill cottage.
Paris Hill.
The
officers
will
meet
today
at
the
,
South
Union
have
returned
homP
,
A
Farm
Bureau
training
class
on
for individual progress. One and two
Miss Martha Gorrie of Westbrook,
year courses lor young mon and |
make out the year s, after pending several
weeks at! the "Arrangement of Cut Flowers"
was guest 6f honor at a dessertSummer Clearance Sale—a good club roomsto
women interested in advertising, ac
The next picnic will be spruce Head.
;was
heldSaturday at the Grange
bridge. given Friday afternoon, by opportunity to freshen up your ward program.
counting. secretarial, and other busi
Aug. 10 at Oakland Jark, Mrs. tLela
j hall with Miss Esther Dunham, home [
her sister, Mrs. Rupert L. Stratton at robe for midsummer—Alfreds Perry, Haskell. Miss Edith Hawes »»_.
ness careers. Seven major courses.
and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Cramer were demonstration agent in charge *
Finishing courses lor those partly
her home on Purchase street. Card 7 Limerock street.—adv.
92-93
Mary Barker to serve on the com d.nner guests Saturday night of Mr FIowers were arranged by leaders
prepared. Previous commercial train
honors were awarded Mrs. Wilbur
mittee.
ing not required lor entrance.
p"
d
H
M
,
r
^
P
?
rr
m
t
Bancroft
'
Norton
s
I
from
various
communities.
Those
I
Senter. Mrs. Earle Gowell, Mrs.
Send coupon lor new illustrated >
Pond,
Lincolnville.
present
were
Mrs.
Ruby
Makinen.
Mrs. George Cameron and three
Theodore Bird and Mrs. Albert Elliot
(free) catalog. Learn how Burdett *
Dr. and Mrs. M. C. Stephenson, Mrs. Madeline Maloney. Mrs. Ruth
children
went
Sunday
to
Brooklyn,
of Thomaston. Other bidden guests
College
can train you lor a good
SEAPLANE SERVICE
position.
N. Y.. where they will reside indefi had as visitors over the weekend I levensaler. Mrs. Matie Little and I
were Mrs. John McLoon, Mrs. Joseph
VINALHAVEN, NORTH HAVEN
Mr. and Mrs. John Tewksbury of Mrs. Frances Farrand.
nitely.
Brewster. Mrs. Thomas Stone, Mrs.
Camden and Mr. and Mrs. William
Rockland, Vlnalhaven, North Haven
Edwin Scarlott, Mrs. John Pomeroy
The annual Bible School at the Stover of Monmouth.
SHIBLES FAMILY
Trip
Standard Time
Mrs. Jerome Burrows. Mrs. John
Methodist
Church
opened
Monday
1— 8 00 A.M.
8.15
8.30
Black, and Mrs. Donald Leach.
Barbara
J.
Creighton
returned
under
the
capable
leadership
c
i
,
r
J—11.45 A M.
12.00
12.15
The 49th annual reunion of the
Saturday after spending two weeks
1— 3.00 A.M.
Miss Sherman.
3.15
3.30
Figure your own prices at Burpee's
at Camp Huckins. Lake Ossippee, Shibles Family will be held Aug. 11
C. W. Kirkpatrick returned Mon N H.
i at the home of Harvey Shibles in Knox. [
ADMISSIONS OFFICE
this week on summer furniture. 1— 9.20 A.M. SUNDAY
9.35
9.50
day to New York after 10 days with
' If stormy, the next fair day. Picnic
156 Stuart Street. Boston. Mats.
Just look at the regular price mark, 2— 1.40 P.M.
135
2.10
Mr.
and
Mrs.
James
Griffin.
Mrs.
Please send me your free catalog.
subtract 25 percent and there you
3— 5.20 P.M.
Remarkable values in men's cloth dinner.'dishes furnished Cars meet
5.35
5.50
Kirkpatrick
is
remaining
here
an

are. Just think of such a smashing
ing and shoes, and women's footwear, at 'Hoboken school. Highland square
Name _
other week.
, Near Public Landing
is offered at the Levi Seavey Clothing in Rockport at 9.30 a. m.
reduction with weeks of hot weather AIRWAYS, INC
Telephone 338
Mrs.
A
H.
Bohndell,
Sec.
Store,
now
“
Lindsey's,"
Watts
Block,
ahead. Burpee Furniture Co., Rock
Mrs. Loretta Rich and three chil88-tf
Rockport,
land.—adv.
dren went Sunday to Lowell, Mass, Thomaston.—adv,

FUR STORAGE AND REPAIRS

Mrs. Henry H. Randall and grand where she underwent an appendicitis
daughter. Miss Joyce Kahili of Port operation.
land, are guests of Charles M. Har
Mrs. Addie Brown general chair
rington and Mrs. Richard Britt, Tal
man for Miriam Rebekah fair, has
bot avenue.
appointed the following chairmen:
Mr. and Mrs Clinton Bowley and Supper. Mrs. Helen Paladino: aprons.
daughter Virginia are on a motor trip Mrs. Maud Cables; miscellaneous,
Mrs Florence Havener; candy, Lena
to Quebec.
Rollins; beano. Lina Carroll; hand
Miss Ellen D. Tolman of Auburn. kerchiefs, Edith Richards; grabs.
Mass., is the guest of Supt. and Mrs. Blanche Fales; decorations. Rena
Robinson; entertainment, Ida HuntF. L. S. Morso.
ley.

I In vacation time The Courier-Gazette has frequent
calls for this classic and again gives it place in this
column for the convenience of inquirers.]

BURDETT
SUCCESS

BURDETT
COLLEGE

16 School St. Odd Fellows Block Tel. 541 Rockland
90-tr

WED.-THURS.
Nothing to gain,
But a moment of !ove,
Nothing to lose,
But their lives!
PAT O’BRIEN

MARGARET LINDSAY

HENRY FONDA

NOW
PLAYING

"SARATOGA"
with JEAN HARLOW. CLARK GABLE

Tel. 893

Rockland

Matinee 2; Eve
ning 6.45, 8.45;
Continuous Sat
urday 2.15 to 10.1>

WEDNESDAY NIGHT IS BANK NITE
Total Awards, $175.C0
First Award, $100.00; Second Award, $75.00

I

All on 3 dare!. . He ran for mayor, blasted Ihe grafters
out of, town . . . ami won the most kissable girl in town!
hg;

s f ‘ si

i.

PRESTON FOSTER
JOAN FONTAINE

YOU CAN
j^kfLOVE

•‘WWW

See

lovable Joan Fontaine,
new screen sweetheart, on
her way lo stardom I

No .iiiAnr

THURSDAY

F

I
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To Give Is To Live; To Deny Is To Die

The Rockland Community Chest Campaign
FOR

GIVE
The Rockland Community Chest

FOR—

Fund is calling. Open your hearts
and purses today in the divine
cause of charity. Upon the re

•

RED CROSS NURSING SERVICE
AND

sponse from the public depends the
welfare of the local agencies de

SCHOOL DENTAL

voted to the relief of poverty, sick
ness and the kindred ills which

CLINIC SERVICE

blight the lives of the unfortunate.
All good citizens will think of this

•

campaign as a privilege, certainly
CIVIL WAR MEMORIAL

not as a burden. Therefore, give

ASSOCIATION

freely what you can. And he glad
and proud of the chance to help

•

rr.rRGF ” wood
Honorary Chairman

W. O. FI'LI.ER
Honorary Chairman

the greatest of all causes.

HOME FOR AGED WOMEN

•

BOY SCOUTS

,

EDWARD R. VEA7JE

Campaign

General Chairman

Headquarters

1937

THE SALVATION ARMY

447 MAIN ST.

COMMUNITY CHEST
CAMPAIGN

Telephone 720

I;.
H. P. BLODGETT

H. E. ROBINSON
Treasurer

Vice Chairman

LUCIUS E. JONES
Chairman Industrial Division

W. A. NICOL
Campaign Manager

PARKER E. WORREY
Chairman Commercial Division

MRS. J. N. SOUTHARD
Chairman Women’s Division

The Community Chest Gratefully Acknowledges The Generous Contribution of This Page By Rockland
Business Firms Listed Below
E. C. MORAN & CO.
V. F. STUDLEY, FURNITURE
McDOUGALL-LADD CO.
CLARENCE F. JOY
SEA VIEW GARAGE CO.
JOHN BIRD CO.
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND STB. CO.
ROCKLAND GARAGE CO.
FERRY’S MARKETS
BURPEE FURNITURE CO.
STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
FIRST NATIONAL BANK
KNOX COUNTY TRUST CO.
ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK

The Rockland Community Chest Association, Inc.
$....................

Rockland, Maine....................................... 1937.

I hereby agree, in consideration of the services rendered the com
munity by the participating agencies and the gift of others, to pay to the
Treasurer of the Rockland Community Chest Association, Inc., the sum of

........................ „....................„........ . ................................................... Dollars

Cash herewith ................................................................................................
Pledge Payable .................................................................................................

2c
«
o

E

Signed

......................................................................................................

Address

....................................................................................................

Please make all checks payable to Homer E. Robinson, Campaign
Treasurer

MANSFIELD-GOVE, INC.
ROCKLAND & ROCKPORT LIME CORP.
ARTHUR L. ORNE, INC.
ROCKLAND FUEL CO.
SENTER CRANE COMPANY
ROCKLAND WHOLESALE GROCERY CO.
CUTLER’S
M. E. WOTTON & SON
J
VESPER A. LEACH SPECIALTY STORE ~
BICKNELL MANUFACTURING CO.
GREGORY’S
W. H. GLOVER CO.
E. B. CROCKETT 5c & 10c To $1.00 STORES
COCHRAN, BAKER & CROSS

